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Educators await news about
the approval of a Fulbright
grant which would allow them
to study in South Africa.
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Most-valuable Meyer
SGS senior hoopster Brenda
Meyer captures MVP honors
in the North Central
Conference.
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Kurtz selected as director of intercollegiate athletics
Current men's athletic director begins new post July _1
by Michael R. Koehler
Editor
A leader has been chosen for
SCS athletics.
Morris Kurtz, director of
men's athletics, has been
chosen as the new director of
intercollegiate athletics. He
will begin his reign of the
recently-merged men 's and
women's athletic departments
July I.
Kurtz was chosen by an
eight-member
selection
committee over Jane Betts, the

senior associate director of
athletics at Massachusetts
Institute of Technology and
Judith Davidson, interim
senior associate director of
athletics at the Uni\'ersity of
Minnesota.
The deadline for the
selection
committee's
recommendation to David
Sprague, vice president for
student life and development,
was March 1. Kurtz was
notified March 2. He shared his
reaction after hearing the news.
"Obviously we have been

Bills experience
mixed fate in
Legislature

thrilled and very appreciative
to a great uni.versity, an
outstanding group of student
athletes, coaches, faculty, staff
and alumni," he said. "We're
delighted to be staying and
looking forward to· a bright
future."
Kurtz enjoyed the interview
process and the experience was
beneficial to him, he said.
Kurtz listed his main goals
as he prepares to move into his
new position. These goals are
the same as they would be for
him as men's athletic director.

0 Guarantee the goals of the
athletic
department
are
consistent with the educational
mi ssion of the university.
Academic integrity is a must:
0 Raise the resources
necessary for student-athletes
and coaches to be competitive
while moving toward gender
equity and compliance with
Title 9.
Title 9 is a mandate stating
there must be equal numbers of
men's and women's sports at a
school.
Fund raising is one of the

most important factors in a
time of budget cuts and
streamlining
in
higher
education.
"One of the great strengths
Morris Kurtz brings is his
ability to fund raise," President
Bruce Grube said. "Now,
instead of doing that fund
raising exclusively on behalf of
the men's program, we will
also be engaged in helping to
raise funds for the women's
program."

See Director/Page 2

Precious planning

by Frank Rajkowski
News editor
Still proceeding, stalled in
committee and dead in the water.
That is the prognosis for three bills
affecting SCS and the Minnesota
State Colleges and Universities
system proposed in the Minnesota
State Legislature last quarter.
Funding for a new library oncampus is an immediate priority for
SCS. The project gained a boost this
week when the spending bill the
project is included in ,was approved
by tlte House Bonding Committee.
The project had been named a
priority by the DFL leadership in the
House and also has the support of
Gov. Arne Carlson. The bill is
expected to come up for debate on
the House floor on Friday.
Rep. Joe Opatz, DFL-St. Cloud,
said the project is right on target in
the House, but faces a rougher road
in the Senate where local legislators ·
were not able to get it added to the
spending bill. The measure will have
to either be added as an amendment
when the spending bill comes up for
a vote on the Senate floor or be
added when leaders from both
bodies meet in conference to work
out the differences between the two
bills.
"I think we're in pretty good shape
in the House, but (the project) is not
in the Senate bill so we're really
going to have to work to get it added
in committee," Opatz said.

See Legislature/Page 6

Briefs - 3

Julia Peterson/Staff photographer

Bryan Allen, j&,1nlor, plans for his fiancee's birthday Tuesday afternoon on the stairs near the dam
across from campus on the Mississippi River.

Campus media outlets mend simulcast dispute
by Frank Rajkowski
News editor
Although UTVS-TV is continuing
with its simulcast of KVSC's "Monday
Night Live" program this quarter, it did
not always appear that would be the
case.
Late last quarter, KVSC sent a letter
to UTVS criticizing the shortage of
manpower on the "Monday Night Live'.'
crew and asking the television station to
make improvements on live coverage of
Minnesota bands in the KVSC studios.

Commentary - 4

Business - 7

Jo McMullen, KVSC station manager,
said the lack of UTVS crew members
was forcing KVSC employees to help
out with the television broadcasts.
"What apparently came to be was that
there was an issue on the size of the
(UTVS) crew," McMullen said. " It takes
10-15 people to do the show, and it came
to a point where a couple of people from
the radio side were having to help them
out. We wanted to let them know our
concerns."
Doug Hamilton, UTVS station ....
manager, said he had heard some KVSC

Sports - 9

employees were also upset that Chris
Daniels,
"Monday Night Live"
producer, had been asked to quit because
he had dropped his classes last quarter,
and UTVS requires all employees to be
enrolled as students at SCS.
"KVSC sent us a letter saying they did
not want us to cover the show anymore,"
Hamilton said. "I heard through the
grapevine that if Chris Daniels wasn't
producing it anymore, some people did
not want to do it."

Diversions -13

0

See Simulcast/Page 8
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Director:

Fund-r,aising prowess sets Kurtz apart from other applicants

With substantial budget cuts
"I'm excited about the
slated for the next few years, athletic department becoming
fund raising is becoming one department," he ~aid. "I'm
essential for the athletic excited about that move, and
programs
to
function obviously it's a very big job
successfully, Kurtz said. An and a challenge for him."
aggressive,
organized,
Sue Becker, head women's
prOfessional
fund-raising softball coach, shared what she
effort has been undertaken and would look for in a director of
will be undertaken.
a merged men's and women's
"I am very excited," he said. department.
"I know many of the women's
"I think, for any director
coaches have not been coming in, the main things you
involved in fund raising in the are looking for are you want to
past. What I hear from the see long-term planning, you
community is people have want to see direction and you
simply not been asked to want to have everybody going
support women's athletics, and . the same way," she said.
that will change."
While they have not yet had
Butch Raymond, head a joint meeting, Becker said
men's basketball coach, shared the. coaches will meet with
his reaction to having Kurtz at Kurtz to work out an effective
the helm of a merged athletic strategy and tiqietables for
program at SCS.
fund-raising efforts. 'We do
"I think that certainly need to raise quite a bit of
Morris' record, the 12 years he money;• she said.
has been here as the men's
The issue of male leadership
athletic directOr speaks for of a merged department has
itself," Raymond said. "He's not surfaced based on her
run a very, very competitive observations, Becker said. The
men's program in the WCHA emphasis should be placed on
(Western Collegiate Hockey finding a qualified person with
Association) and the North direction and planning for the
Central Conference."
future.
Raymond cited a clean
Grube addressed the issue of
program
in
terms
of a man directing a merged
compliance
to
National athletic program at SCS.
Collegiate
Athletic
"I've met with both the
Association regulations and men's and women's coaches,
strong fund-raising efforts as and I think that they will
examples of Kurtz's successful understand that this is a case
leadt;rship.
where everybody needs to

from Page 1

Julia Peterson/Staff photographer
Morris Kurtz, men's athletic director, will begin July 1 as director of intercollegiate
athletics. He will lead the merged men's and women's athletic departments.

work together with a new
athletic director in order to
make the entire program
successful," Grube said. "I
believe tl'le coaches are
committed to having this thing '

tum out to work in the best
way possible."
Grube's goals for the
athletic department at SCS
include running a clean
program
under
NCAA

regulations, making sure
student-athletes graduate and
being as competitive as
possible while staying in
compliance
with
the
guidelines.

Fulbright grant may allow educators to study in South Africa
Minnesota educators
await response about
grant approval
by Lisa Atkinson
Assistant managing editor

South Africa could be on this
summer's itinerary for 15 faculty
members from Minnesota state
universities, community colleges and
secondary schools.
A study-abroad seminar in South
Africa is tentatively planned for July 16'Aug. 19, dependent on a Fulbright
Groups Projects Abroad Grant. Robert
Bess, former interim president, is in
South Africa until mid-March working
out the details of a tentative schedule:
"The Fulbright program, with its
various activities, is intended to promote
international understanding and to
encourage closer links among educators
throughout the world," Bess said.
Fulbright is a funding group which is a
sub-agency of the ·u.s. Department of
Education. A Fulbright Groups Projects
Abroad grant request for $78,690 is in
the approval process. A response is
expected by mid-April. In addition to the
grant, each participant will contribute
about $700.
A representative from the public
relations office in the U.S. Department of
Education was unavailable for comment
on the status of the Fulbright Groups
Projects Abroad grant request.
A Feb. 7 memo from Bess detailed the
trip, which is contingent on funding from
the Fulbright grant. SCS will conduct a

seminar on the formation of democratic
institutions within South Africa from
mid-July to mid-August. Fifteen faculty
participants from Minnesota state
universities, community colleges and
secondary schools who teach subjects
which address democracy and the
institutions which influence it or who
teach teachers of subjects will be
selected.
Four specific goals are outlined in the
memo.
0 Knowledge which will enrich
instruction about democratic processes .
and the forces and institutions which
influence them.
0
Support
curricular
internationalization
and
cultural
diversity.
0 Promote study and appreciation of
the diversity of democratic institutions,
approaches to democratizations and the
relationship of culture and tradition to
formation of those institutions.
0 Encourage ongoing exchange
between South African and U.S.
teachers.
Tentative
departure
from
Minneapolis/St. Paul will be July 16 with
arrival in Johannesburg July 17. The
~oup is set to return from Cape Town
Aug. 19. The group will travel through
South Africa based on the following time
schedule:
July 17-24 - Johannesburg/Pretoria
and vicinity, July 25-29 - University of
Venda,
July
30-Aug. •· 4
Durban/Kwazulu-Natal, Aug. 5-12 Port Elizabeth and Aug. 13-19 - Cape
Town. Lectures, discussions and visits to
various sites are tentatively planned for

" The Fulbright program, with its various
activities,
is
intended
to
promote
international
understanding
and
to
encourage- closer links among educators
throughout the world."
- Robert Bess
former interim president
each stop, and they will focus on
contemporary issues of economic,
political, cultural and educationa~ nature.
The schedule is hypothetical and was
designed based upon conversations with
colleagues who participated in a similar
program last year as well as the
experience of several SCS faculty
members who visited South Africa last
March, Bess said. It will be revised based
on what Bess has learned on hiS current
planning trip, he said.
If the seminar program in South Africa
is funded, each person going will attend
orientation· and training and identify an
area of major interest ranging from
function of courts or operation of
schools, said Jill Ciliberto, assistant vice
president for research and faculty
development and project coordinator.
"We want every person who goes on
the trip to have their own thing that they
want to search out," she said.
The connection between SCS and
South Africa began in Sept. 1994. South
African parents visiting campus and
South African students on campus helped
develop interest, Ciliberto said.
Bess expressed great interest, she

added, and after sending a memo to
deans of various campus colleges, 25-30
faculty members expressed interest and
started meeting at 7:30 a.m. Mondays to
start talking. There was a common
interest in South Africa among members
of the group, she said.
"We each invested all we could
personally, and we put together a group
of people representative to the ~ampus
and we went out there to go and make
friends and see what it was all about,"
Ciliberto said. "We hadn't done this
before, so it was kind of new to us.
"Even if we don't get the Fulbright,
even if we don't get anything further, it
has been a good investment for the
campus, and it has certainly brought us
together, and in some working groups we
might not have found ourselves,"
Ciliberto said.
The trip is expected to accomplish
several things, Bess said. 'The expected
outcome is curriculum revision which
will reflect what iS learned about a very
new democracy, how it came to be, and
how various social, cultural, educational
and economic elements interact with it,"
he said.
See Grant/Page 6
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Deadline for graduation
application approaches
Students planning to graduate Spring Quarter, 1996,
should submit tJ:u,!:ir application for g·raduation to the
Office of Records and Registration, AS-120, by April 1,
1996.

University Organizations
announces award winners
The winners of the University Award for Excellence
in Leadership. were announced last month by

University Organizations.
The following sttidents were pres~nted with the
award, Teresa M. Armstrong; Michael R. Arulfo,
Carita M. Bienek, Sarah L. Cimperman, Muriel T.
Clack, Elizabeth A. Curro, Shawn Day, Robin K
DeBates, Tonya A. Faundeen, Timothy S. Flanigan,
Laura Hemstad, Kaine A. Kerkhoff, Tracy A.
Landowski, Karen Lemke, Juliana Mullins, Jennifer
K. Nash, Kathleen I<. Ofstedal, Jason A. Pundsack,
Christopher Rehfeld, Sarah Rogers Riley, John W.
Skoog, Stacia,Stewig, Julie A. Stoeckl, s"cott A. Taylor,
Jolyn R. Ternus, Julie A. Tomazin, Hedwidge M.
Tripp, Diane Bradley Werner, Emily Wicktor and
Scott Wilcox.

SCS survey shows state's
views on affirmative action
A survey recently completed by SCS -Surveys shows
how people in the state view affinnativeaction.
Seventy-three percent of Minrtesofans surveyed
strongly support an initiative called the California
Civil Rights Initiative, which would essentially
eliminate affirmative action.
Seven~ty-three percent of Minnesotans surveyed
believe that the civil rights movement has been
successful in adµeving its goals.
Fifty-five_percent of Minnesotans surveyed either
strongly agree or somewhat agree that'Women receive
employment opportunities based on affirmative action
and not their qualifications.
Sixty-four percent of Minnesotans surveyed either
strongly agree or somewhat agree blacks have received
empfoyment opportunities because of affirmative
action and not based on their qualifications.
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Air conditioning on h·o ld for Brown Hall
by Michelle Wallin
Staff writer
Students who are taking courses

in Brown Hall auditorium may
notice the absence of air
conditioning this spring.
The
old,
worn-oul
air
conditioning unit will not be
repaired, according to Steve
Ludwig, assistant •vice president
for facilities management. By fall
1997, air conditioning for the
entire campus will come from a
new chilled water plant.
The prqposed plaflt was a $3
million capital improvement for
SCS approved by the Minnesota
Legislature in 1995, Ludwig said.
The improvement also includes
the extension of piping and coils
which will be added to Brown
Hall.
The plant will be located south
of the boiler plant near Shoemaker
Hall, Ludwig said. Its dimensions
are planned to be 60 feet wide, 80
feet long and 20 feet tall. It will
contain at least two chillers machines which cool the water, he
said.
"It's going to be a godsend to us
and the campus," said Charles

Lindgren, chief engineer at SCS.
The current air cooling system,
which usually operates from midApril to early October, consists of
several cooling towers located
throughout the campus.
The new system will require
much less maintenance, Lindgren
said. Cool air from the plant, a
central location with one cooling
tower, will be distributed through
the loop of pipes which hosts the
current system.
The new system will also be
better able to handle the job,
Ludwig said. "Most of the
buildings
that
have
air
conditioning now have inadequate
air conditioning," he said~
"We can't take the moisture out
of the air right now," Lindgren
said. The new system will be able
to dehumidify the air, he said.
Currently, the pipes bring what
used to be excess chiller capacity
to buildings which do not have
coolers, such as Garvey Commons
and the Sherburne Hall lounge.
"We ran out of capacity," Lindgren
said.
Under the new system, coolers
will not have to be built for new
buildings such as the proposed

Leap on in for our

ttude11t Appreeiatio11 Mo11th
February 29th - March 29th
New Location at 6th A-ve. & Division St. (""'°"" from Downtown Perkins)

Quaint
Irish Pub

SCSU STUDENT
SPSCIA.L
1

W4 i!i!IM• 1 ~0: ■ 0U,@W

Any l / 2 Sub, Pita Pocket, Greek Gyros
Micro & hnport Beers
or Chicken Schwarma
30 Different

& Many Fine Wines
.DAILY HAPPY HOUR 3-6PM

Monday Night Storytimes
continue through March
The next "Monday Night Storytimes" are at 7 p.m.,
March 18 and 25, at the St. Cloud Public Library.
The storytimes are for children ages 3-6. They
include stories, songs, finger plays and a film.
Registrati6n begins 30 minutes prior tO the program
and there is a limit of 50.
"Monday Ni!?;ht Storytime" is sponsored by the St.
Cloud Friends of the Library.
For more information contact Nancy Nielsen at the Children's Room of the St. Cloud Public Library at
251-7282.

Corrections
• University timmicle will qu-rect all errors occurring in its
news !lffldes. If_yotl find a problem with a story·~ an error
of fact or point, requiring clarification -please call (612)

255-4086.

library. "We will not)iave to spend
hundreds of thousands of dollars
to put a· chiller in the library,"
Lindgren said. A cooler for the
new library would cost more than
$100,000, he added.
During the summers of 1996
and 1997, Brown Hall auditorium
will have no air conditioning. The
cost of repairing the old unit
would be more than $2,000. "We
would rather not spend that money
just to use it for a year or two,"
Ludwig said.
"It probably won't be a great
hardship,'.' he said. Classes are
usually not held in Brown Hall
auditorium during the summer, but
there are some conferences, he
said. The auditorium may be a
little uncomfortable in late spring
and fall, he added.
"I have a small class this
quarter, so I don't think it will be a
problem," said Richard Corliss,
philosophy instructor. His class
meets in the auditorium Tuesday
through Friday at 8 a.m. The upper
seats usually feel the most heat,
and larger classes are more likely
to experience discomfort, Corliss
said.
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Fair-weather activists

Sprin.gtime means one
thing at SCS, protests
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Spring is about to arrive and you are about to
enter a new dimension of sight and sound. Shorts.
in-line skates and picket signs mean only one thing
- we are about to enter the protest season.
As a guide to would-be protesters, or anyone else

I

who would like to blow off steam in a public forum,
we have a few helpful guidelines.

~

First, those who want to change the world must
have a clearly-defined purpose. Under the First
Amendment, students can speak freely and openly
about everything from parking to abortion rights.

But, before going out to bellow your opinions at the
free world, make sure you have facts and have a
target audience.
According to Saul D. Alinsky's "Rules for
Radicals," you have to ask yourself: What, if any, is
my ideology? Alinksy says "The prerequisite of any
ideology is possession of a basic truth." A student
who is upset by the parking rules may begin with
their prime truth: the parking fee at SCS is
unnecessary and students should be able to park

wherever they choose. Out of these "truths" flows a
step-by-step ideology.
Second, pick the appropriate time and place to
protest. If it is the food served here at SCS,
obviously lunch time in a cafeteria is the perfect
setting. Not many people will care about the quality
of food at 3 p.m.
Finally, have some manners. Beating someone
across the head with a picket sign or following a
student half-way across campus is obviously not
the way to drive your point home.
As spring approaches, it seems ironic people with
such immediate concerns wait until the
temperatures climb into the 70s. Sorr.ieone who
protests outside in January has a lot more clout then
fair-weather protesters.
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by Michael R. Koehler, Editor
Ahh - presidential
politics.
U.S. Sen. Bop Dole, RKansas, has a virtual lock
on the Republican
presidential nomination, and
it is time for him to choose a
running mate.

Pat Buchanan? No way!
The guy is way too extreme.
His idea of America scares
even me.
Steven Forbes? Nope. He
has no political experience.
He is a rich guy trying to
buy the presidency.
Colin Powell? Possible.
He is a great leader, but his
political stance sways like a
tire swing in a stiff breeze.
Alan Keyes? Maybe. I
like his spunk. He could
help secure black

conservative voters.
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The new dream team: Dole and Bush Jr.

George Bush Jr. Yes! He
has political experieilce and
a strong family tradition of
leadership. He is the
governor of Texas for Pete's
sake. He is young and full of
energy, unlike Al " the bore"
9ore.
I am neither a Republican

nor a Democrat. I am a
moderate conservative.
I can staiid near the
middle of the political
spectrum and look to my
right and see the Rush
Limbaugh fans spouting
"dittos Rush."

" Don't hate me because I think a
conservative would be a good
president. To me, this is not about
idealism, it is about choosing a leader
who can improve the United States."
Ultra-conservatives are
way too e·xtreme and do not
take into consideration other
people's values. They want
an America with their
values, and to hell with the
rest of the unwashed
masses.
I can also tum my head to
the left and see the
bleeding-heart liberals
trying to solve social
problems by throwing
money at them.
I find fault with their

incessant whining and
blaming the rich for social
problems. The best thing a
person' can do is get up on
their own two feet and quit
depending on handouts from
the government.
What this country needs is
a proven performer. A
leader who ltas experience
and Washington
connections. That leader is
Dole.
Don't hate me because I
think a conservative would
be a good president. To me,
this is not about idealism, it
is about choosing a leader
who can improve the United
States.

I voted for Bill Clinton in
the last election. I thought
President George Bush had
not concentrated enough on
domestic issues. He
provided strong leadership
in terms of foreign policy,
but I found his domestic
agenda lacking. He missed
out on what the voters
wanted and he paid .for it in
the election.
Candidate Clinton seemed
a lot more of a leader than
President Clinton. He has
too many skeletons in his
closet. OK, maybe he didn't
inhale, but what about
Whitewater? Something
stinks in the state of
Arkansas.
Clinton will prove to be a
tough opponent this
November. However, Dole's
campaign is gaining
momentum. ·o nly time will
tell if we have to listen to
news reports about Hillary's
new hair style for another
four years.
Although my presidential
dream team may never be a
reality, I will support Dole
even if he chooses a lessthan-favorable runni~g

"
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OPINIONS
Disney should be
ashamed

00Y,'11Hi\T i\HOOT.Di\Dt :tT\'.l .b.l.m:>ST
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1be recent video release of Disney's
"Pocahontas~ marked yet another
blemish on the commercial giants
already ridiculously insensitive record
of sociaJ consciousness. It is, of
course, hardly surprising that Disney
would produce another blatantly seJliSt

film; another film which clearly
reinforces Euro-American gender
roles, given past aberrations such as
"The Little Mermaid," whose main

character effortlessly carried
absolutely enormous breasts on about
an 80 pound body. The physical dimensions of Pocahontas are
very similar. The only possible justification I could imagine for
these depictions would be that any woman who dares to have
human-size breasts or to eat more than 500 calories per day is
unacceptable.
•
Disney is clearly reflecting a patriarchal agenda through their
graphic depictions of female characters as twig-thin, giant-breasted,
red-lipped sex objects. Pocahontas, who spends most of the film
canoeing, diving or running while thrusting her already
disproportionately large breasts forw~, seems nothin_g more than
a composite manifestation of male fantasy. I read a review of the
film just after it was released theatricaJly which posited the idea
that Pocahontas was a positive role model for girls. I suppose this
is true if one's idea of a positive future for a girl includes anorexia
and plastic surgery.
Disney supporters have claimed that the film projects a positive
social consciousness because it presents Native American life and
cultuie as.booorable and because it is somehow historically
accurate, I would tend to disagree. Chief Powhatan, the father of
Pocahontas, more closely resembles very old Euro-American
stereotypes pf Native Americans than any real person. I would be
thrilled to encounter just one representation of a Native American
male by the American media which did not include a large, crooked
nose. I know better than to expect one from Disney.
As for historical accuracy, the back of the video box of
"Pocahontas" reads, "A chance meeting with Captain Smith leads
to a friendship·that will change history, as the Native Americans
and English settlers learn to live side by side ." The history of
Native American and Euro-American relations has at no point
included a widespread peaceful coexistence. I would classify the
Euro-American approach Jo Native Americans as hate-filled and
genocidal. Does the Disney corporation think that the victims of (he
Sa~d Creek massacre·(a Euro-American attack on a peaceful Native
American encampment in Colorado) believed Euro-Americans and
Native Americans C?CXisted peacefully? Does Disney think chat the
38 Dakota people who were simultaneously executed in 1862 (in
this very stale) for lheir participation in an attack which altempted
to secure food for their starving bodies believed that EuroAmericans and Native Americans coexisted peacefully? Disney and
the American dominant class says, "Never mind that those people
were starving. Never mind they were forced to Jive in the most
abject poverty and desolation in tiny, boundaried, worn-out pieces
of land. Never mind even the ridiculously inadc.quate provisions
they were promised in exchange for the land which the settlers had
effectively stolen from them were being withheld to secure
bargaining power for an even more exploitative 1rea1y. Just Watch
our movie and smile that big American smile and believe
everything is okay." That execution, incidentaJly, was the largest in
U.S. history and was ordered by Abraham Lincoln, the great
emancipator.
Children who watch "Pocahontas" will take from it the idea that
everything is fine in America; everything has been fine. Whai they
won't take from it are lhe facts that Native Americans are the most
impoverished group and have the highest suicide rate of any group
living in the U.S. today. 1be current life expectancy for Native
Americans is 45 years.
For those of you who haven't seen lhe film, do yourself (and your
children, if you have them) a favor and continue the trend.
American Molochs like Disney need to be boycotted, noi
encouraged: Sexism, racism, and blatant and hurtful historical
inaccuracies are not my idea of family fun.

...c::,__
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SCS conversion from quarters to
semesters gives rise to questions
Recently a group of students met to talk about have trouble getting into cl_asses now, just wait
the conversion from quarters to semesters that
until the cuts are done and the conversion is
will take place in the fall of 1997. During the
finalized.
course pf our discussion a lot of questions came
What is the final outcome? As a group we
to mind such as financial aid, tuition costs,
were told all of the positive things such as the
credits, staff and what the final outcome of the
students will be able to study their courses in
conversion will be.
more depth and the instructors will be able to
We as students would like to know what will
follow the textbook layout instead of pickjng
happen to the financial aid for those who receive and choosing chapters. It seems to us the
it? This is an important question to be asked,
university should know more aOOul the
because we don't know! No one knows what is
conversion since it will take place in about a
going to happen to financiaJ aid. Surely someone year. Another thing is Special procedures for
has had to sit down and figure out what lhe
students' appeals'will be heard, but like most
outcome of financial aid will be.
programs (like the conversion from quarters to
What aOOut tuition? We were informed tuition semesters), our opinions probably will not count.
will not increase because of the conversion, but
If you, as a student, want to know more aOOut
tuition will increase in the fall. We are told this
. the conversion, feel free to make appointments
is due to budget cuts and low enrollment. How
wilh Bruce Hyde, president of lhe committee, or
convenient!
Andrew Larkjn, chairperson of the committee.
What about credits? Will students lose credits
Do not go to Academic Affairs because they
because of the conversion that will take pl~ce?
know nolhing.
·special Assistant to lhe President, Joe Opatz,
Lastly, what will be the final cost of the whole
said no. If chat is the case, how will the
conversion? Are the students really going to be
conversion affect those of us wh0 are going to
all right, or are they going to lose due to the
graduate the year conversion will take plact?
conversion?
The students need to see some projected
As a group we hope that someone can shed
numbers for the credits it will take for those who some light on this touchy subject, and please
will be graduating at the time of conversion.
keep us and the student body infonned. We
Secondly, how will the general education
would like to thank Senator Joe Opatz, Bruce
requirements be affected? Will general education Hyde and Lora Robinson for lheir time and
courses be narrowed dqwn? How many credits
effort.
will it take to graduate? The Steering Committee
would like to narrow the credits down to 128,
but are not sure if this number is accurate.
Jeremy Kardell
What about the staff? Are teachers going to
junior
lose lheir jobs because of this conversion?
undecided
Notice they are cutting the staff befor~ the
conversion to save face. If people think lhey
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Legislature:
The diagnosis is much worse
for Gov. Carlson's EdVest
program which is designed to
a11ow fami lies to create a taxexempt account to set aside
tuition money for • their
chi ldren , grandchildren or
themselves,
Opatz
said.
Carlson proposed the idea in
his State of the State address in
Jan., and the proposal allowed
individuals to contribute up to
$2,000 each year and families
up to $4,000 each year to such
accounts. The .money could
then be used at any technical
college or university in the state
regardless of whether it is
public or private.
Opatz said the measure is
dead since it failed to clear the
House Education Committee,
but
Tim
Su llivan ,
a
spokesperson for Gov. Carlson,
said the measure was added to
the House tax bill when it was
debated on the fl oor. However,
it does not have a Senate
companion and would need to
be added in a conference
committee, he said.
Legislators should rally
behind the proposal, Sullivan
said.
"I don't see any reason why
legislators shouldn ' t support
this effort to lower tuition," he
said. "EdVest should be as
· simple and straightforward as

from Page 1 - - - - - - - - Mom and apple pie."
Opatz said the program's $30
million price tag is the
problem.
" It really isn ' t a gooil
proposal," he said. "It costs
$30 million, and if we had $30
million to spend on higher
education there would be better
ways. This creates a new
foundation that corporations
would be able to put dollars
into, and in my mind that
money would not wind up
going to places like SCS."
Worse still are the chances
for the bill proposed by Rep.

Myron
Orfield,
DFLMinneapolis, and Rep. Gene
Pelowski, DFl..-Winona, which

is designed to lower tuition.
The bilf would have allotted
$25 million to both the MnSCU
system and the University of
Mi nnesota to be used in
lowering tuition rates. The b ill
was able to pass the House in a
watered-down version that
allotted $10 million to each
system . However, the bill has
no Senate companion, and
Pelowski said all deadlines
have passed.
"Nothing's ever dead around
here, but this is about as close
as you can get," Pelowsk.i said.
The bill should have been
added to the higher education
bill, he said.

"A number of us argued that
the Orfield bill should have
been fo lded into the higher
education bi ll and not allowed
to stand on its own," Pelowski
said. " However, the speaker
and several others disagreed."
In other legislative news, an
anti-mandates bill has passed
both the Senate and the House.

?u1;0~!~ :a:~ ~o ::~~~v:::
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campuses over matters like
campus closings and tuition
rates. However, the two bills
have several differences whiCh
will need to be worked out
before a bill can be sent to the
governor's desk.
Language in .the Senate bill
essentially renders MnSCU as
a state organization, said Rep.
Lyndon Carlson, DFL-Crystal,
chairman of the House
Education Committee. This
differs from the language in the
House bill, he said.
'The Governor has language
in (the Senate) bill that would
make MnSCU essentially a
state organi zation," Carlson
said. 'That would allow him to
basically remodel MnSCU at
will , and the history of higher
education in the state has
always given that responsibility
to the system's governing
board."

Grant: from Page 2 - - - - Th.is program will involve teachers working at various
education levels across Minnesota. The impact depends on
the follow-up work of participants and where they are from,
Bess said. He plans to commit 10 percent of his time next
year to the task of ensuring commitments are kept ,
curriculum revisions are completed and results are shared
through workshops, publications and conference
presentations. he said.
·
"If this project proceeds as planned, I feel confident based
upon my own experience and that of several colleagues that
at the conclusion there will be a group of faculty who will
find it easy to enrich their courses with new information and
illustrations and who will be able to help students in those
•Courses to understand something of one of the most
significant nations in the southern hemisphere and a part of
the continent of Africa about which most people in the U.S.
are grossly ignorant," Bess said.
• Bess has been working with the South Africa programs
since they began in Sept. 1994. His visit to South Africa in
March 1994 was a unique and exciting experience, and his
interest in the country continues, he said.
"Now that I have retired once again, it is my intention to
work as I can to learn. to assist and to enjoy the beauty and
diversity of this place and its people. Sounds rather flowery,
I know, but just ask. anyone who has been here long enough
to experience these things," Bess said. "'As a Californian, I
found Minnesotans to be wonderful, but this is truly another
world."
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Top L • Margie Bluek, Major Physical Therapy
Top R - Brian Nelson. Major Criminal Justice
Bonom - Sammy Braswell. Major Criminal Justice
All are Juniors at Saint Cloud State University

ARMY ROTC SALUTES
,
OUR
SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS
Every year Army ROTC awards thousands of
merit-Based scholarships to qualified students
around the country and right here in your school.
These scholarships pay most tuition. as well as
books, lab fees and an allowance up to $1000 per
year. But more than that,Anny ROTC is one course
that develops your leadership abilities and, sellconfidence, qualities !hat lead to success.
Find out more. Contact Captain Anne Mackie
at 554-4781 or stop by Room 201.Varsi Hall.
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Construction difficulties delay Taco Bell opening
by Sarah Tieck
Staff writer

'

Students will discover some changes
in the Market when they stumble out of

bed longing for one of grill chef
Bonnie's combo breakfasts, hankering
for a quarter-pound cheeseburger or
salivating hungrily for an express softshell chicken taco.

'Tm going to miss the grill line that's where I ate almost every day,"
said freshman Drew Schwartzhoff,
reacting to the Market's recent changes.
Atwood Memorial Center, Aramark
Food Services and the Market are in the
final stages of the labor needed to
complete construction and open a Taco
Bell Express on April 1 at SCS. The
metamorphosis of the Market is part of
the plan to introduce the Taco Bell.
"We want it to be big," said Ed
Devoid, food services director.
The new addition will feature eight
menu items. The Market also has new
operating hours, according to Devoid.
It is now open from IO a.m. to IO p.m.
on weekdays and has added weekend
hours.
"What we really wanted to do is have
as wide a variety of choices as late in
the day as possible," said Margaret Vos,
the director.of AMC.
" If (the Market is) open on weekends
that will be really good because I'm
sick of eating at Pizza Hut and Hardee 's
all the time (after work)," sophomore
Joe Primus said.
Taco Bell will be added to the
Market's palette to anchor the eatery,
Devoid said, in addition to having most
of the restaurants available in one
location.

"It 's kii1.d of like a mall, where you
get one big name in and you anchor the
spot so there's that natural draw," he
said.
Many
students
are
eagerly
anticipating the new option, and some
are upset that Taco Bell did not open at
the ·start of spring quarter. De.void
confirmed that the target opening date
had been March 18; however,
construction difficulties and other
intri cacies of the building process
caused delays and pushed the grand
opening date to April I.
"Everything looks like it 's on track,"
Vos said. The restaurant may have a
"soft opening" the week of March 25 in
order to test the new equipment, she
said.
"I'm going to miss Bonn ie the cook
and all the cooks down (at the Market),
because they' re really cool - we talked
to them every day," Schwartzhoff said.
Primus said he would also miss the
cooks, as well as the convenience of the
Market's breakfast. However, Devoid
cpnfirmed The Grille Works items are
available for dine-in or take-out in the
Valhalla Room at the same price and
made by the same cooking crew.
Students could visit Hardec's for
burgers and fries, Vos said.
Although students are losing access
to the gril\ line and the Mexican line
options in the Market, they are gaining
increased operating hours and increased
availability to the Market's foods as
well as a more diverse eatery selection
and added employment opportunities.
"I talk to a lot of students myself and
we get comments - it's customerdriven," Devoid said, explaining the
reason for the changes.

· ·

Kevin Halgrimson/Staff photographer
Plastic covers the future site of Taco Bell in the Market in- the
basement of Atwood Memorial Center. Taco Bell may open March 25.

Accounting Club offers more than bean counting
by Nicole Wimberger
Business editor

Speakers whose credentials
range from working in
accounting firms to the FBI
will be featured by the
Accounting Club throughout
spring quarter, said Jason
Pundsack, Accounting Club
president.
Each Wednesday at noon, in
Atwood Little Theatre, the
Accounting Club holds its
meetings.
Anyone
interested
in
attending
is
welcome,
Pundsack said, but the ·
meetings are concentrated on profession consists of.
topics pertinent to a~counting
"It's a way people can learn
majors.
more
about
what
the
60 to 80 percent of the accounting field has to offer,"
meetings include presentations said Susan Clapshaw, senior
by speakers, Pundsack said. Accounting Club member.
During
spring
quarter,
Approximately 80 people
speakers will be at close to 80 are currently members of the
percent of the meetings, he { Accounting C lub, Pundsack
said.
said. However, anyone willing
Through these speakers, to pay the $15 quarterly fee or
Pundsack said, -students get a $35 annual fee, can become a
feel for what the accounting member.

Although the Accounting
Club is not affiliated with any
national group, it does get
involved with the community
and
other
accounting
organizations.
SCS's Accounting Club
sponsors the Volunteer Income
Tax Assistarice program.
Through this program, 32
accounting students volunteer
time at the St. Cloud Public
Library to help community

members complete their tax
forms.
This year, the VITA program
began on Monday, Feb. 5. Its
services are available every
Monday through Wednesday
until April 8.
"This gives us a lot of great
experience and a way of giving
back to the community,"
Pundsack said.
The Accounting Club also
compiles a resume book each
year, which it then sends to
public accounting firms and
private industries. This book
consists of resumes submitted
by accounting majors .
The
Accounting
Club
provides an opportunity for
accounting students to meet
other students in their major as
well as make connections in
the business world, said Troy
Wiehoff, junior member.
One such way business
connections are made is
through
the
inteqiship
program. The Accounting Club
provides information that can
help accounting students

searching
for
internship
positions, which are generally
offered in the winter.
Ttie members of the
Accounting
Club
also
participate in several social
activities. The annual summer
softball tournament involving
accounting clubs and firm s
from across the state is one of
these activities, Pundsack said.
"The Accounting Club
provides
a
networking
experience for accounting
students to get involved with
professionals in the field,"
Pundsack said.
Such experience is part of
the reason the accounting
department
advocates
membership in the Accounting
Club, Pundsack said. The
professors focus on academics,
he said, while the Accounting
Club talks more about what is
going to happen in the working
environment.
"For an accounting major,
involvement is very highly
suggested," Wiehoff said, 'The
pr?fessors really encourage it."
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Simulcast: Production involvement continues despite resignation requesttrom Page 1
Daniels said he was never
asked to quit as Monday Night
Live producer, but rather just to
resign as his position on the
UTVS Executive Board as
program coordinator.
"A lot of people took
resigning from the executive
board to mean I was resigning
from (UTVS) as a whole, and
that was not the case,"
Hamilton said.
Hamilton said he asked
Daniels to quit the program
coordinator position near the
end of last quarter after it was
discovered he was not enrolled
in classes, but Hamilton said he
left the final decision up to
Daniels.
"He quit, he was not fired,"
Hamilton said. ''There was a
point last quarter where we had
some problems, and I told him
some people wanted him fired

becaUM\ he was not a student. I
told him he had some options.
He could either quit or risk
being fired."
Daniels, who is enrolled in
classes this quarter and once
again producing the Monday
Night _Live broadcasts, was
also at the center of a
controversy
concerning
UTVS' coverage of KVSC's
annual Trivia Weekend last
month.
The UTVS crew th~t had
worked on Trivia Weekend, of
which Daniels was the senior
member, felt · other station
employees had not helped out
enough during the weekend
and voiced their dissatisfaction
following the coverage by way
of a . typed message that
appeared on-screen taking
fellow UTVS employees to
task for not helping out and

containing an obscenity with
three letters blanked out ("f").

"Chris was the senior
member of the staff (that
weekend)
and
he
was
responsible," Hamilton said.
"He OK'd it, so I held him
responsible."
Daniels sa~d the incident
played a role in his decision to
resign his position.
"A lot of people were upset,
and I felt to respect everyone's
wishes, it would be best if I
resigned,"'Daniels said.
Hamilton said others may
have seen the message as
characteristic of the loose and
sarcastic attitudes that come
with
Trivia
Weekend.
However, UTVS is battling to
combat a "bad reputation as
being unprofessional," and the
incident did not help, he said.

Local and urban affairs students
gain real-world experience
by Dana Niebert
Staff writer

Local and urban affairs students have the
opportunity to get a feel for their studies in the
real world.
SCS has become an official affiliate of the
Minnesota Design Team, an organization that
advises small communities in changing and
improving the town.
Since its foundation 12 years ago, the
Minnesota Design Team has helped nearly
seventy communities.
"The Design Team is a volunteer organization
[consisting of] a variety of design
professionals," said Arthur Mehrhoff, associate
professor of interdisciplinary studies.
Professionals such as architects, planners,
landscape architects and others talk to town
members about their concerns, needs and wants
in the community. A plan including
recommendations for change is then formulated
by the team.
"Basically, the design team gives suggestions
to improve the look of the community," said
Kent Robertson, professor of interdisciplinary
studies.

The corrimunity is not obligated to follow up
on the recommendations, but the response so far
has been overwhelmingly positive, Mehrhoff
said.
Mehrhoff ha.s been involved with the design
team for five years as a community relations
coordinator. He has also organized a state-wide
conference which focuses on the design team.
The de.Sign team is a great opportunity for
students to get involved. Many students have
participated as part of local and urban affairs
classes such as environmental design, Mehrhoff
said.
Students can get involved with the team in
many ways. Students have been observers, but
have also shared their ideas and made maps and
surveys of some areas, Robertson said.
The orgahization's advisory is restricted to
towns with populations of less than five
thousand, Mehrhoff said. The bigger the
community is, the harder it is to get total
community involvement and support, which is
something the team looks for when deciding
which towns to help, he said.
Students are urged to get involved with the
Minnesota Design Team. Questions concerning
the organization can be directed to Mehrhoff.

"We can't afford to make fun
of our professional (status)
because we're still working to
get it," Hamilton said.
Despite
the
incident,
Hamilton maintains it was
primarily the fact that Daniels
was not enrolled in classes that
forced him to ask Daniels to
leave.
"(The incident) may have
had a little to do with (the
decision), but I don't think
everyone just forgot about
what was happening before
·and just went on that,"
Hamilton said.
Although KVSC sent their
letter immediately following ·
~rivia Weekend, the incident
was not the reason behind their

speaking out, McMullen said.
"Timing-wise, (sending the
letter) made it look more like
that than what it was,"
McMullen said. "It was
something that had been
building all quarter. If
anything, because of what
happened
over
Trivia
Weekend, we wanted to show
that we supported the hard
work the people who had been
working with us all quarter had
been doing."
UTVS acted promptly to
address KVSC's concerns, and
the coverage is now proceeding
smoothly, McMullen said.
''They got things in gear, and
everything has been resolved,"
she said.
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EXCEL Property Mgmt. Inc.
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FINEST IN AFFORDABLE
STUDENT HOUSING
University Place
1009 & 1021 Sixth Ave. S.
Stateside Apts.
1010 & 1020 Sixth Ave. S.
University West
724 Seventh AVe. S.

West Campus

1310 Sixth Ave. S.
1415 Fifth Ave. S.

Campus Apts.
411 Fifth Ave. S.

Now leasing four-bedroom and studio
apartments for summer and fall, so call NOW at

251-6005.
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Thur5day, March 14th
"Spring Quarter Kick-off• witb
Tim Mahoney and The Meenie5
IElr'open tap and bar rails until 10 p.m.
with paid cover charge.

Friday, March 15th
Featuring:
Tiria and the B-Side5
Saturday, March 16th
"St. Patrick'5 Day Party• with
- Johnny Cluele55
Southview Apts.
523 S. 12th St.
University Apts.
339 S. Sixth Ave

College View Apts.
1450 S. Fifth Ave.

Metroview Apts.
310 S. Eighth Ave.

Univ. North Apts.
327 S. Seventh Ave.

-Utilities Paid, Air Conditioning, Microwave, Dishwasherfor more information call:

RIVERSIDE
Real Estate Prop. Inc.
229 Fifth Ave. S. St. Cloud
-Next lo Coboms

251-8284
or

251-9418

Sunday, March 17th
St. Patty'5 Day Party
Twi5ter
Happy Hour
Sat. & Sun.
5-7p.m.
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SCS senior scores honor.s as NCC's best
Meyer first Husky named conference's Most Valuable Player
by Jeff Mansager
Assistant news editor

The SCS women 'S basketball team finished the
season with a winning record and with the North Ceptral
Conference's most valuable player.
The Huskies finished the season with. a 14-13 record,
marking the first time since the 1989-90 season the

Huskies had a winning record. The 8-10 NCC record
. was good for a fifth-place tie in the conference.

Senior center Brenda Meyer was named the
conference's most valuable player. Meyer led the
conference in scoring and rebounding for the second
consecutive year. She finished the season averaging 21.4
points and 11.6 rebounds per game. She was also named
to the All-Conference team for the.second time.

Meyer is the first player from SCS to win the
conference MVP award since the Huskies became a
member of the NCC in 1984.
"It was kind of exciting to know that they could pick
a player from a team that ended in the middle of the
conference," Meyer said. "It's kind of nice to be
recognized for the accomplishments that I have made."
Meyer said she thought the award might go to North
Dakota State University junior center Kasey Morlock,
who finished the year averaging 20.6 points per game on
the conference's top team.
"I'm just so proud of her," SCS head coach Lori
Ulferts said. "] think she deserves it. She truly waS an
all-around player."
Ulferts said the accomplishment was great because
the team did not rely on Meyer to do all of the scoring
in its offense. The team looked to other people to score
besides Meyer, Ulferts said.
If Ulferts had to give the team a final grade she would
give them an A, she said. The team deserves the A ,
Ulferts said, because they were a developing team
which Won games that they were not supposed to win.
They also had to overcome the stigma of being the
doormat of the NCC, and they did finishing in fifth
place, she said.
"Overall, the season was a good one," Ulferts said.
"We really built a strong foundation and accomplished a
lot of things that we set out to do at the beginning of the
year."
Meyer said she sees th~ team heading in a positive

Paul Middlestaedt/Photo editor

SCS senior forward Brenda Meyer prepares to throw the ball downcourt. Meyer was named
this season's North Central Conference most valuable player.
direction for the future with the players returning to next the seniors once the season starts, Meyer said.
The team will miss the seniors because of their
year's squad. The team's nucleus consists of freshman
guards Katie Shea and Teri Watkins and freshman center leadership on and off the court, Ulferts said. But two
Stacy Ruberg.
returning starters, Shea and Ruberg, will help lessen the
"They can accomplish so much more next year with burden. She also said the depth on the team is good with
the players they have back," Meyer said. "With (Ruberg) other returning players and the incoming freshmen.
in the middle and with Shea and (Watkins) and the other "I'm looking forward to it," Ulferts said.
freshmen on the outside, they should be really good."
Besides Meyer, four other players received post
Meyer also said the team will miss her and the other season awards. Stuberg, Shea and Ruberg were Alltwo seniors Emily VanGorden and Heidi Stuberg, but Conference honorable mention. VanGorden received
they will be able to adjust. Ulferts won't let them miss All-Conference academic honorable mention.

Men's hoops happy with
turn-around from last year
Bryant named top new player
by Rob LaPlante
Staff writer

South Dakota State University (23-4
overall, 15-3.NCC).
"The team achieved most of the
The SCS men's basketball team things they could achieve in a season
closed a successful season with a with four new starters on the team,"
happy ending.
Raymond said. "I think finishing in
The Huskies finished the season the top part of the division of the
18-9 overall and l 0-8 in the North league was a big accomplishment for
Central Conference, marking a big this team."
improvement from last year's 13-14
The Huskies defeated Augustana
overall, 6-12 NCC record.
College Feb. 23 in Halenbeck Hall
"I'm proud of the way our guys 75-68 in overtime . . Senior forward
bounced back this season," SCS Jerome Jones led the Huskies in
head coach Butch Raymond said. scoring with 23 points, while
"We were a really young team and sophomore forward Nate Pelowski
this
season
we
exceeded grabbed seven rebounds and had
expectations. We had a great year three blocked shots.
and didn't have too many down
The next night, the Huskies
moments this season."
welcomed first-place SDSU to
Halenbeck
Hall in the final regular
Paul Middlestaedt/Photo editor
The H~ski~s ended up in a fou~h-'SCS freshman ·Jon Bryant was named the NCC's freshman of the year~ Bryant place. 11~ m the NCC w1th season home game of the year.
finished third in the nation in 3-point shooting percentage (57.4%) this season. MormngSide College .. The NCC
regular season champion went to
See Hoops/Page 11
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Close call proves costly for upstart Huskies
Instant replay reversal halts Final Five hopes
by Kerry Collins
Sports editor
What could have been, probably wasn't,
and the season ended for the surprising
Husky hockey team.
SCS fe ll to Michigan Technological
University 4-3 in overtime at the Western
Collegiate Hockey Association Final Five
Tournament Mar. 7 in Milwaukee, Wis.
After a shocking SCS upset of third.place University of Denver in the first round
of the WCHA Playoffs, MTU's Jimmy Roy
tallied the game-winning goal 8:34 into
overtime, erasing the remainder of the
Huskies' upset hopes. MTU had trailed SCS
3-1 with six minutes remaining.
'The right team won,'' SCS head coach
Craig Dahl said. 'They played very well in
the last IO minutes and we didn't play well
with a 3-1 lead."
With 5:28 remaining in the first period,
SCS freshman forward Matt Cullen had an
apparent goal waved off. Cullen seemed to
poke a rebound p_ast MTU netminder
Luciano Caravaggio, who swept the puck
out with his leg from inside the net. The
freshman from Moorhead, Minn., threw up
his arms as referee John Seidel signaled the
goal.
"I thought it was in the net," Cullen said.
"The ref was pointing goal. I guess (the
replay officials) saw it differently."
After 10 minutes of deliberation, replay
official Greg Shepherd said that Cullen's
shot was stopped by Caravaggio before it
totally crossed the line. 'The puck has to
completely cross the line and it did not,''
Shepherd said. "From the angles we saw,
the puck .was not in the net."
MTlJ coach Bob Mancini said that there
was no question the call would go their way.
"Jimmy (Roy) came right over to the bench
and said 'That wasn't in,' " Mancini said.
"We were confident that things would go
our way in lhe replay booth, but we were
worried that they might not have the right
angles and (Seidel's) call would stand. It
probably curbed a big problem."
With the score tied 1-1 in the second
period, Cullen scored the lone goal of the
second stanza, slapping the 1puck into the
back of the net, leaving no question that the
shot was a goal, putting SCS ahead 2-1.
Seven minutes and 21 seconds into the

Paul Mlddlestaedt/Photo editOf
SCS junior Dave Paradise cuts in front of a Colorado College defender Feb. 25. Despite getting swept by the
Tigers, the Huskies upset the sixth-ranked University of Denver In the first round of the WCHA playoffs, large
in part to Paradise's antics. Michigan Tech defeated SCS 4-3 in overtime of the first round of the Final Five.
third period, senior forward Jay Geisbauer edging over and (Andre) Savage just got it fourth of his career. For the weekend, Leitza
increased the Husky lead to 3-1, a lead that to me and I put it away."
ended up with 100 saves against the
held until the l4:13markwhenMTU'sBret
MTU upended top-ranked Colorado Pioneers.
Meyersnettedhissecondgoal ofthegame. College 4-3 in the semi-finals, but the
The Huskies fini shed the season at 13MTU kept up the pressure, causing Dahl to University of Minnesota slammed the door 22-4 and in eighth place in the WCHA at
call a timeout.
on the hopes of MTlJ by destroying them in the end of the regular season. The trip to the
"We were getting too loose out there,'' the finals, 7-2.
Final Five was only the second time in SCS
Dahl said. "Our guys were jo!cing and
In the best-of-three first round series, history the Huskies have qualified for the
laughing on lhe bench. I was mad."
SCS surprised Denver, winning the series 2- tournament.
Forty-eight seconds after the timeout, I. The Huskies won the first game 3• I
Jeff Mikesch tied things up for MTU, behind a goal and assist from junior D3.ve
Husky Notes:
setting the stage for overtime and Roy's Paradise. The Pioneers tripped the Huskies
0 Cullen led the Huskies in scoring with
dramatic antics. Roy's overtime winner was in the second game, 6-4, despite two goals 41 points on t 2 goals and 29 assists.
his second in as many games, but he said from SCS freshman George Awada. In the
□ Paradise ledSCS in goals with 19, and
the goal against the Huskies was a bit of a deciding match, it was all SCS as the was tied for second in overall scoring (19
redemption.
Huskies won 4-0 with Paradise picking up goals-19 assists-38 points).
''The one against UMD was a fluke goal. another goal and another assist.
□ Senior assistant captain Taj Melson
I broke my stick and it still went in,'' Roy
1be shutout was the second of the season was also tied for second in scoring with 38
said. "This one the goalie just started for sophomore goalie Brian Leitza and the points on 14 goals and 24 assists.

SCS softball sports young crew, looks for NCC success
by Brian Wierima
Staff writer
There are a lot of new faces on this year's SCS women's
softball team due to the t 1 letter-winners lost and only five
returning starters.
The Huskies' roster consists of eight freshmen, six
sophomores and only one returning senior.
"Actually this is a rebuilding year because we have one
senior and no juniors,'' said SCS coach Sue Becker. "We're
relying primarily on sophomores and freshmen and we're
very much a young team."
Sophomore Gina Falkowski said since the players are
new to each' other, the team must work together more and
learn how to communicate. "We have to work a lot harder,"
she said. "We have to work together and get to know how
we play on the field."
..
Although SCS is a young team, sophomore Angie Pike
said the incoming freshmen will help the team. "The
freshmen showed me a 101 of ability,'' she said. 'They can
hit well, they can play well and they're very tough
competitors."
Becker believes the team will have a better season than
last year's 19-24 record. SCS also finished 3-5 in the NCC,
tied for second. "We have some very skilled freshmen and
our sophomores have had a year of experience where they
got to play almost every game," she said. 'They're the ones
we are going to rely on for leadership."

" We're relying primarily on sophomores and freshmen
and we're very much a young team. "
-Sue Becker
SCS head softball coach
Pike is also looking for a successful year. "We'd like to
finish in the top three in our conference," she said. "We
definitely want to finish over .500 and we want to be in
every game that we play and not to get blown out at all."
Senior Heather Evenson is the only returning pitcher for
the Huskies. Evenson posted a 10-10 record with a 3.01
ERA in 1995. Joining Evenson in the pitching staff is
sophomore Jordanna Smida and freshman Heidi Munson.
"Heather Evenson will have to throw a lot of games
because of her senior leadership,'' Becker said. "Munson is
a good pitcher and keeps the ball low, and Smida, a walkon, has come a long Way and continues to improve."
Over spring break, the softball team got to play some live
ball at the Florida Rebels Games in Occee, Aa. The
Huskies were successful, going 7-3. Evenson went 4-2 on
the mound and Munson went 3-1.
Pike said the Huskies' strong point is their defensive
play. "We have a very good defense," she said. "I am
confident we will (have a strong defense)."
"I thought we played very good defense (in Florida) for

as young as we were,'' Becker said. "I thought our errors
were minimal and didn' t seem to hurt us when we were
making the big plays."
Becker said that the lineup is set for the year barring
injury. "With 15 on our squad it doesn't offer many changeups in our lineup."
The five returning letter-winners must provide leadership
for the freshmen, Becker said. EvenSOn will have to show
leadership skills during the season and sophomore Jody
Brueske, who plays third, and Falkowski at second need to
show leadership because they both will strengthen the
infield, Becker said. Pike will have to hold the outfield
together in center. The other returning letter-winner is
sophomore Maria Reese.
Teamwork will be an important aspect to a successful
season, Falkowski said. "We need to be working as a team
and not having individuals, but nine solid players," she said.
The softball team starts their season Mar. 23 and 24 in
the the University of South Dakota DakotaDome
Tournament in Vennillion, S.D.
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Staff Column

Woog an embarrassment to Gophers
The University of Minnesota's head hockey coach
Doug Woog was recently suspended for one game because
of his antics after the Gophers' 4-3 overtime win over the
University of Wisconsin at the Western Collegiate Hockey

win, and that he did not give a choke si~n.
The Gophers had just done a great job in winning a
tight game to get to the WCHA championship, and
Woog's childish display definitely t~k away from the
win
~

l:

,:k.A,,.

sea~

Association's Final Five Tournament in Milwaukee, Wis.
Woog used abusive language toward officials and gave
. Fro~, the ,.,_. ~
them a choke sign, t~unted fans, and continued verbal
~- ~
abuse and physically pus~d referee Mike S c h m i u . y
•
Schmitt was attempting to get the Gopher celebration
away from the boards where Badger fans were beginning
'Through his actions, he not only puts a black spot on
to reach over the glass.
the Gophers, but the WCHA, who is represented by his
These actions are uncalled for and out of place
team. What kind of message do his actions send?
anywhere. Woog said his emotions took over due to the
I do not think the punishment was stiff enough. Only

WCHA STANDINGS

Hoops~

one game for shoving an official? I support WCHA
commissioner Bruce McLeod's decision, but a mere game
was-simply not enough. Send a message. Your officials are
your lifeline, Mr. McLeod, and Schmitt was only trying to

prevent a sticky sitllation. Nobody deserves the treatment
Schmitt received, .especially when he was only doing what
he is paid to.
Would Schmitt be treated_like that for breaking up a
possible situation between players? Well, may~ by Woog,
but in most cases, the answer is no. Then why should he
not break up something volatile between a team and
fans?Way to go Woog, your professionalism surpasses
your team's accomplishments.

Huskies honored by NCC

from Page
It was also the final regular season home goal which was to win the conference, but
game for senior foiwards Todd Bouman we surprised a lot of people because we
Cont.
Overall
and Jerome Jones at SCS. The Huskies -weren't supposed to be that good this year.
W-L-T Pts. W-L-T
"Colorado College 26-2-4 56 28-3-4
played the Jackrabbits tough, but SDSU Individually, I shot the ball well and now
"Minnesota
21·9·2 44 25-9·2
was too much, and defeated SCS 91-84.
that I've seen other gyms and other
Denver
17·12-3 36 21-12·3
"SDSU proved to me they are the best players, hopefully it will help me next
Minnesota-Duluth
16-15-1 33 ~15·1
team in the league by how well they move year."
North Dakota
16-15-1 33 19-16-1
"Wisconsin
14·15-3 31 15-18-3
· Sophomore center Jon Hinzman and
the ball," Jones said. "W"ith the talent we
"Michigan Tech
12-14-6 30 14-17-6
had, I felt our team could've done better sophomore guard Sean Whitlock also
•st Cloud State 10-18-4 24 11-20-4
this season, but our young players gained received recognition from the NCC by
Alaska-Anchorage 8-20-4 20 9-21-5
Northern Michigan 5-25-2 12 7-28-2
good experience during this season and I being named honorable mentions to the
• o.notn Rnaf Rv• qua/ff/.,
was just thankful to have the opportunity All-NCC team.
to play here."
Whitlock finished the season as the
ftNAL FIVE REsULTS
"I think our biggest improvement over Huskies leading scorer with 12.17 points
Results Thursday, Mar. 7
last season was going into every game we per game and assists leader with 4.28
Michigan Tech 4, SL Cloud State 3 OT
knew we'd be competitive," Bouman said. assists per game. Hinzman finished third
"We have a good group of young kids and on the team in scoring with 12.06 ppg and
Results Friday, Mar. 8
next year they should be even better."
led the team in rebounding 8.17 rebounds
Minnesota 4, Wisconsin 3 OT
Michigan Tech 4, Colorado College 3
The Huskies closed their regular season per game.
out by winning two games on the road by
"All three players were very deserving
Results Saturday, Mar. 9
defeating Nebraska-Omaha 76-70, and of their recognition," Raymond said. "Jon
Third Place Game
Colorado College 6, Wisconsin 4
Northern Colorado 70-64.
(Bryant) by far was the best freshman this
The teams improvement had a lot to do year and the best freshman to ever play for
Broadmoor Trophy Championship
with the play of their young players, SCS. Sean (Whitlock) and Jon (Hinzman)
Minnesota 7, Michigan Tech 1
particularly freshman guard Jon Bryant were two sophomores who had an
who was voted the NCC freshman of the outstanding years and to be recognized is a
tfusKY AWARDS
year.
tremendous achievement for them."
Taj Melson {Sr., D)
Bryant set a SCS school record in his
With the rapid improvement this season
-All•WCHA Third Team
first year by shooting an NCC best 57 .4 with such a young team, Raymond says
Matt Cullen (Fr., F)
percent from the 3-point line. His 57 .4 next season hopefully bigger and better
-All·WCHA Rookie Team
percent placed him third overall for all things are to come.
Division II schools. Oakland City's Kris
"I think it's important for this team next
Kidwell finished number one by shooting year to move up to the next level," he said.
59.4 percent.
"We get IO of our 12 players back and
Getting the NCC freshman of the year we'll have four returning starters, and with
felt good Bryant said. "It's a good honor to our good work ethics we should make that
.___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __. get," he said. "We didn't achieve our team jump to the next level."
ftNAL STANQtNGS

-o-o·vu

30th Anniversc:Fy u f rame · Sale
great savings on
all frames in stock

v-v

SGS tracksters
go A/I-American
Staff Report

SCS sophomore Joe Seifert and
junior Dustin DeRosier placed in the
top four at the National Indoor
Track and Field Competition in
Indianapolis, earning All-American
honors heading into the outdoor

season.
Seifert placed second in the high
jump with a leap of 6 feet-I I inches.
OeRosier placed fourth in the pole
vault, clearing 16-8 3/4.
$(/phomore Bobby Ewings also
qualified for nationals, but due to a
pulled groin. came up lame in the
55-meter dash preliminary heats.
Ewings, who was ranked eighth
in the nation in the 55-meter dash
entering the competition. pulled the
muscle during the finals of the 200~
meter dash at the North Central
Conference Indoor Champi:onships
in Vcnnillion, S.D.
At the NCC Championships.
Seifert won the high jump (6-8 1/4).
Sophomore Ryan Przybilla picked
up lhe win in lhe 800 (I ,54.48).
Ewings took second in the 55 (6.47).
Junior Sandy Fuchs-Dingmann
won dtc shot put on the women's
side (444 1/2).
The teams open the outdoor
season at the Jackrabbit Invitational
April 6 in Brookings, S.D.
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Small ad.
Big taste.

TOWNHOMES
1812 16th St. S.E. 252-2633

lfillil

Immediate Results!

PREGNAI\EY

fflNG.

We Deltver Delicious to Your Door!·

253-9963
8
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St ( loud \I\'

Compus l)loce Apartments
✓ Parking

Premiere Student Housing
• Heated Swimming Pool
• Free Parking/Outlets
•• Sand Volleyball Court
• Heat and Water paid
• Phone/Cable each bedroom
• Celling fans in bedrooms
• Keyed Bedroom Locks
• Microwave/Dishwashers

• Air conditioning
• Large Storage Room
• Frost Free Refrigerators
• Laundry Facilities
• Vending Machines
• campus Clipper & Metro Bus
• Individual Leases
• Pleasant/QuJet Atmosphere

CALL 252-2633

(}; _1:JICT~~

metus
c£i

T. ' CL O U D

28 Fifth Ave. So.
St Cloud, Minn. 56301

(612) 251-2569

Hours:
Mon. - Fri. 10 a.m. • 9 p.m.

Sat 10 a.m. - 8 p.m.
Sun. 11 a.m. - 6 p.m.

✓ Privat~ Bedrooms
Air Conditioning
✓ Shared Bedrooms
Heat Paid
✓ Mini Suites
eS
✓ Water Paid
✓ Free Storage
:....t l)_iJ:::..~-..c-✓ Quiet Building ✓ Microwaves
✓ Dishwashers
✓ Laundry
.
ies ✓ Mini Blinds
" µft111ler f(l
✓

✓

t--

.

Efficiencies, 2, 3 & 4 bedroom apart,nlms availobl.e
at six locatwns !
call Greg or Chris for more information

253-9002

Full!fitn~~
and
Part-Time
"'=

Positions Available.
Daytime or Evenings
Weekends Optional

ADD POWER IND. 251•1736
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]DIVERSIONS
Local pubs celebrate old Irish tradition
by Sarah Tieck
Staff writer

T

he annual day. Jong frolic

honoring

leprechauns,

shamrocks, green, Ireland
and St. Patrick has started early
in St. Cloud at O'Hara Bros. and
McRudy's Pubs.
"I think it's going to be a real
fun thing that families are going

to enjoy,'.' said Tim O'Hara,
·owner of O'Hara Bros. Pub.
"The parade is part of it, and we

have something all week long
for people to partake of."

The bars sponsored dual
pageants to choose a Ms. St.
Patty's Day from the Downtown
•and Pantown areas to reign over

the festivities. O'Hara Bros.
hosted events such as an Irish
version of the Dating Game
during the week, and McRudy's

pulled out their special recipe
and served homemade Irish
Cream. "We like to carry on the

Irish tradition," said Rudy
Ruether, owner of McRudy's
Pub.
In celebration of the holiday,
patrons in both pubs are invited
to partake of hearty Irish fare at
mealtimes and guzzle green
beer. "It's just colored a little bit
by a leprechaun," O'Hara said.
On St. Patrick's Day, the two
celebrations will culminate and
combine when people meet at
McRudy's Pub in downtown St.
Cloud at I p.m. to march in a
parade destined for the O'Hara
Bros. Pub.
"It's a people's parade. It's
similar to what St. Paul does where you can walk in it and
carry a sign, or you can have a
float," O'Hara said. "It's

Pat Christman{Assistant photo editor

Joan Gramke, St. Cloud, and senior criminal justice studies major Jesse Douvier woo each other in O'Hara Bros.'
dating game Wednesday night. The game is part of the pub's early St. Patrick's Day celebrations, which also include
beauty pageants and second annual downtown parade'. in: cooperation with McRudy's Pub.
whatever you want. Be required to grow a contest beard have observed St. Patrick's Day captivity Patrick began to
creative."
after Jan. l - or get a permit to for centuries foll9wing the change spiritually and turned to
"We've been talking about remain shaven; since 1762, New saint's death on March 17, 493 Christianity, His escape led him
this for as long as I've been here, York City has held a parade of A.O., and the festivities to France where he studied with
and every year something came 125,000; the people of Dublin, ventured from Ireland to other St. Martin in Tours and with St.
up and we didn't think the Ireland, celebrate with a countries with immigrants.
Gennanus in Auxerre.
timin& was right," Ruether said, weekend filled with music and
Patrick Was born in Britain to
Patrick had a vision which he
describing the planning of St. fun; and Dublin's sister city, a wealthy couple, Calpurnius believed was directing him to
Cloud's second St. Patrick's Day Emmetsburg, Iowa, is hosting and Conchessa, and named Ireland, the land of his captivity,
parade. ·Toe first occurred 18 dignitaries from Dublin and a Succoth. At age 16, Patrick was and he was given permission by
years ago.
multitude of festive activities.
abducted and sold into slavery in Pope• Celestine to travel in
St. Patrick's Day celeb;ations
St. Patrick is the patron saint Ireland where he herded sheep Ireland and convert the pagans.
are blooming everywhere: in of Ireland and March 17 is his for six years.
Shamrock, Texas, men are feast-day celebration. The Irish
During the years of his
See Sti Patrick's/Page 16

•iMiri•ii'IMII Nuthouse in Nevada: One student's twisted break
by Frank Rajkowski
News editor

!

think it was the 19th Century poet
William Blake who once wrote:
'Toe road of excess leads to the
palace of wisdom."
Having traveled that highway a few
times I tend to agree with that
statement, but even a straight-laced,
swinging Englishman like Wild Bill
might change his tune if he was ever to
set foot o~ the Las Vegas strip.
Many come to Las Vegas vowing
moderation, but once there, those vows
vanish as fast as body hair on the
employees at the local nuclear test site
a few miles south. There are only two
roads in Vegas, and they are excess and
excessive excess.
I touched down there myself during
spring break. That's right, while our
peers were lapping up the sun on the
Mexican seashore or gulping beer

bongs in South Padre, I and a select
group of SCS students set out for the
wild, untamed Nevada desert tci find
out what evil lurks among those neon
lights.
It didn't take us long to find out. You
can find your fill of just about all the
' SeVen Deadly Sins in Las Vegas, and a
few of them greet you right as you step
off the plane in McCarron.Airport.
The city fathers apparently feel no
need to wait until they've got you
safely tucked away inside your hotel
before beginning to deplete your cash
supply. They start as soon as you get
off the plane where slot machines greet
those who want to get an early start on
losing their homes and putting their
kids up for sale.
We were staying at the Stardust,
which is quite an extravagant
establishment that might be considered
five-star in many cities.
But not in Vegas, and certainly not
on the Strip, where good taste has long

since been abandoned in favor of
gigantic towers of neon and
ornamentation so overindulgent they
would make those responsible for the
Tower of Babel blush.
Anyone who doubts the human race
has too much time on its hands should
check out the Strip. We got our first
taste of it while looking out our hotel
window on the 32nd floor. From out of
nowhere a huge ball of flame burst into
the sky like a comet from in front of
Treasure Island.
One of my traveling companions
swore it was God's wrath coming back
to haunt this evil town. Instead we
found a much more secular explanation
when we walked a few blocks down the
Sidewalk and found it to be the Pirate
Ship exhibition, a sort of South Seas
battle put on hourly in the man-made
lake and mock island village outside
Treasure Island.
If that seems a little Walt Disney to
you, you're not far off. When the mob

ran Vegas, it used to be a place where
your money was taken from you in
style - elegant hotels, Sinatra shows
and high-stakes gambling. Now the
place is like going to Disneyland and
being seduced by Minnie Mouse while
Goofy picks your pockets and Donald
Duck vomits 9n your shoes.
For instance, look at the Strip's
newest resort, The Luxor, a 30-plusstory gambling house/hotel built in the
shape of an Egyptian pyramid. The
main floor is a casino set inside the
boundaries laid out by the Nile
Riverboat ride that flows between all
four comers. In the middle, a giant
group of shops, bars and restaurants in
the shape of Manhattan skyscrapers
rises up about three stories, beckoning
hungry gamblers to come on in for halfpound hot dogs and overpriced Piiia
Coladas.
See Vegas/Page 14
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'Braveheart'
not for the
faint of
heart

B

raveheart" (rated R) is
enjoying a resurgence
during its unprecedented

third theatrical release. Oh, what a

difference IO Oscar nominations
can make.
The film had a very strong
showing in its initial release,

grossing morn than $60 million.
Unfortunately, the budget
reportedly also exceeded $60
million. Still, that was admirable
for a three-hour epic period

piece.
Regardless, Paramount
Pictures felt they had something

special in this Scouish talc, and
released it a second time, which ·
fizzled out. But after being
nominated for I0

Academy Awards, the
most for a film this year,
"Braveheart" has
bounced back on try
number three.
Director/star Mel Gibson
has got to be proud, and
he must be enjoying his

odds going into Oscar
night for the big two

categories, best picture and
director.

Promotional photo

William Wct,llace (Mel Gibson) leads his soldiers into battle in "Braveheart," which
earned 1o Academy Award nominations. "Braveheart" is now in its third run in theaters.
death and murder, including his
royal leaders are ruthless and
"Braveheart" is based on the
murderous, as well as more
(rue story of William Wallace
father who dies in batlle fighting
discreet forces that conspire to·
(Gibson), who diallenges
the British.
trap Wallace. The battle scenes
The part seems to have been
English authority for
Scotland's freedom. It was made for Gibson - a long-haired are truly something to behold. It
rebel/leader, all-around tough guy · is so hard to imagine war with
quite an ambitious
who speaks with an accent, and a swords and arrows, person to
undertaking for Gibson's
person, and Gibson drops us right
directoral debut. An
seemingly fairy tale love story.
in the middle of the carnage.
enonnous cast and
But Wallace is not just "Mad
"Braveheart" is definitely not
sprawling Scottish scenery Max Goes to Scotland" because
the historical context from which
for the squeamish, as there is a
make quite a visual feast.
the movie draws gives the
full assortment of
We trace Wallace's
dismembennents, impalings,
story of multigenerational
character depth.
"Braveheart" certainly has its
hangings, chopping, etc. The
tyranny by England's King. Even
audience experiences first-hand
as a youth, Wallace is exposed to
share of slimy characters. The

the horrors of war, but the scenes
are not really gratuitous for the
material they adapt.
The most interesting aspect of
this film is the public's reaction,
which has been "thumbs up." A
year ago, the Academy, as well as
Hollywood were taking flak for
"Pulp Fiction's" critical and
public acclaim.
Curious, seeing how the nature
of "Bravcheart" makes it
incomparably more violent than
"Pulp Fiction," but because it is
more "high-brow" than the latter
it is judged on a different scale.
You won't hear Bob Dole
denouncing "Bravehean," but
then, double standards are nonnal
in politics.
Speaking of politics, it is
rumored that "Braveheart" took
liberties with the actual history of
the story. I do not know for sure,
I am not a historian, but I would
find it hard to believe it happened
just like in the movie. But, the
people who jumped on "Nixon"
for every little factual detail are
far less likely to even mention
that "Braveheart" strayed
factually.
Regardless, it is a moving
piece of cinema with plenty of
action and a love story to balance
it out.

''Braveheart"
Ratirig;

**********

Playing at Cinema Arts

'City Hall' a taut political
thriller, Pacino intense

P

o~er and politics is the
story of "City Hall," a taut
political thriller starring
Al Pacino as New York City
mayor John Pappas. "City Hall"
brings you just that, an inside
view into the workings of the
mayor and his staff.
Pacino, as his usual emotional,
powerful self, is set up as a kind
of Mario Cuomo (the "real"
former mayor of New York).
There are many similarities, but
the comparison is cemented when
Pappas makes the cover of
'JI.me" magazine and rumors
abound as to his possible
entrance into national politics,
maybe even the Presidency.
His future is bright, but he still
has to run the city. That becomes

"City Hall"
Rating,

**********

Playing at:
Various Twin ~ties theaters

Vegas:

trickier when at the beginning of
the film an off-duty police officer
and an ex-con connected to a
crime family arc found dead on
the street (along ~ith an innocent
bystander) in the middle of the
day. The mayor's office snaps
into action, dispatching damage
control and spin doctors.
John Cusack ("Better off
Dead," "Eight Men Out") plays
the Deputy Mayor who
investigates the case before a
public relations nightmare
explodes for Pappas. The more
Cusack finds out about the case,
the more deep and dirty it nlns.
Cusack is always good to
watch on the screen. He works
hard at his trade and has the
charisma to pull off almost any
role he tries. He also is one of the
few young actors today that
continually pops up in good,
meaty parts.
This picture does not have the
intensity of "All the President's
Men" or even"Nixon," but it docs

Copyright 1996 Columbia Pictures

John Cusack (left) and Al Pacino star in "City Hall," a political thriller about a fictional .
New York City mayor.
than Pacino, who gives a very
look as if he is living it, feeling
give an interesting mix of
it. It never looks like he is just
political strategies, public
stirring speech at the funeral of a
reading it. That is what drives
relations control and soapbox
boy who was shot accidentally at
preaching.
the sCene of the murder.
this film.
And who better to pull it off
Pacino just has that ability to

Nightmarish "Disney" world, gouts of flame .all part of the game

The hotel rooms arc set against the
side walls of the place and the hallways
are balconies looking over the casino
floor 30 stories below. Only a waist-high
wall separates drunken gamblers from
plunging to certain death among the
acres of slot machines. One can only
imagine what a bad scene it must be
when the high rollers are getting heavy
at the Caribbean Stud table and they arc
suddenly rained on from above by less
reputable patrons unable to keep their
free cocktails down.
Those looking for entertainment not
related to gambling can always find

swingin' hot spots by consulting the
local cabbies, who expect a generous tip
in return, of course.
However, one must w·atch out when
usi]lg this approach because many of the
cabbies have sold their souls to the strip
joints and houses of prostitution (not
legal in Las Vegas despiti: the horde's of
literature passed out by men and womefl
of all colors and creeds who stare at the
pavement as they numbly try to foist the
stuff on passers-by).
One of our drivers generously offered
to forget our hotel and take us straight
up to a place called the Chicken Ranch

where, starting at $700, we could order
off a menu that may have contained oral
activities, but eating was not .amo_ng
them. The place was located about 40
miles out of Las Vegas in a county
where prostitution is legal and the fare
for the trip would be $200 plus tips. We
declined as we did again when another
driver· offered us discount tickets at a
strip club he swore was the best in town.
"You look like good guys, so I'm
doing you a favor," he said.
We managed to escape fro_m the place
without taking too hard a hit, though
SCS may have to give me a bit of an
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extension come tuition time. Still, you
can't leave Vegas without )'our soul
becoming a little dar¼;.er and your head
still ringing like a one-armed bandit.
The town is so unbelievably odd that
it will prepare you for anything. That's
why I didn't bat an eye when I came
across an item in USA TODAY on the
plane ride home saying a reclusive old
man in Holland had been eaten by his 13
pet cats following his death. Strange,
yes, but hell I could have gotten even
odds on that over at Caesar's Palace.
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We're open
'til the cows
come home.

Jh
~
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We Dehver Deltcaous to Your Door!

253-9963
8
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etop
the
Hate.

LOSE 20 POUNDS
IN TWO WEEKS
Famous U.S. Women:s Alpine Ski Team Diet
During 1he non-snow off season 1he U.S. Women's Alpine Ski Team
members used the "Ski Team· diet lo lose 20 pounds In two week a. That's
righ! - 20 poun,ds in 14 daysl The basis of !he diet is chemical food
action and was devised by a famous ColOfado physic ian especially for
the U.S. Ski Tf?arn. Normal energy is mainlained {very important!) while
reducing. You keep "full' - no slaNalioo - because the diet is designed
tha! way. It's a die! that is easy to follow whether you work, Iravel or stay
at home.
This is, hooeslly, a fantaslically successful diet. ff it weren't.1he U.S.
Women's Alpine Ski Team wouldn't be permilled to use ii! Right? So,
give yourself the same break !he U.S. Ski Team gels. Lose weight lhe
·scienHflc, pIoven way. Even if you've tried all the other die1s, you owe it 10
yourself to 1ry the U.S. Womeh's Alpille Ski Team Diet. Thal is, if you
really do want to lose'20 pounds in two weeks. Order today! Tear this out
as a reminder.

Weight management
crass offered at ·
Health Services
sprin quarter
Learn to take one to
two pounds off each
week and keep it off.
Don't need to lose
weight? Learn to
manage your food
intake in a more
nutritious way as
well as assistance in
setting a realistic
goal-weight through
the •1se of body fat
measurement and
other information.

· Send only $8.95 ($9.60 in Calif.)-add .50 cents RUSH seNlce to:
Amerlcan. lnstltti le, 721 E. Main Street, Dept. 254, Santa.Maria, CA
93 454-4507. .Qon't order unless you expect fo lo.!je 20 pounds In two
week sl _Because that's whal the Ski "!'earn Diet wiU do.
c 1995 .;

TI,ree ways to beat
the high cost of college.
1. The Montgomery GI Bill
2. Student loan repayment
3. Par1-tlme Income

The cost is $12 for
students.

The Anny Reserve Alternate T raining Program is a smart way to pay for
college.
First, if you q ualify,'the Montgomery GI Bill can provide you with u pto
$6,920forcurrent college expen ses or approved vo/tech training .
Second, i f you have-or obtain-a qualified student loan not in default,
you may get it paid off at the rate of 15%per yearor $500, w hich ever is greater,
up to a maximum of$ 10,000. Selected m ilitary skills can double that maximum.
Third, y ou can earn part-time m oney in college, and h er e's h ow it wo rks:
O ne summer you take Basic Training, and the next summer you r eceive skill
training at an Anny school. You 11 earn over $1,500 for B asic and even more for
skill training . Then you 11 attend m on thly meetings atan Anny Reserve unit
near your college, u sually one weekend a m onth plus two weeks a year. You11
be paid over $ 105 a w eekend to start. I t's worth thi nking about Give us a call:

Register, in person,
at Health Services,
SHAPES , before
March 18 during
regular hours.
Classes will meet at
9 a.m., Tuesdays
beginning March 19.

Call 252-2212 in St. Cloud
BE ALL TOIi CAN Br

ARMY RESERVE

15

For more information call 255-4850

SCSUisseeking positive, energetic, enthusiastic, and motivated summer
orientation advisors to promote SCSU and its services!
Previously recognized as "SCSU red/green shirts", the students will receive a stipend for attending spring
quarter training sessions, facilitating student group sessions, and coordinating group activities during summer
orientation and fall "College Kick-off days" a~ students return to school.

Benefits include the opportunity to develop leadership and communication skills, participate in a unique
SCS program, increase your knowledge of campus services, enhance your resume, and make a positive impact on
new students. (Plus, it's paid!)

Applications are available at:
• Records and Registration Office, AS 118
• University Organizations Office, Atwood 117E
• Residential Life Office, Carol Hall
• Recreational Sports, Halenbeck South
•SEALS, Administrative Services 101

APPLICATION DEADLINE March 21, 1996
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St. Patrick's:
The saint's mission was
suci:;essful from the start and the
people he was staying with upon
his arrival were converted.
On the eve of Easter, St.
Patrick climbed a hill and lit a
paschal, or Passover, fire. King
Laery and several pagans were
on an opposite hill, Tara,
holding their own celebration. A
law had been.passed that no fire
was to be lit in the land until the
great fire at Tara blazed. Patrick
had violated that order.
Laery ·and his people
approached Patrick's fire and
questioned his activities and he
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began to explain his faith. lbis
resulted in an invitation for
Patrick to join them the
following day, Easter Sunday, to
further explain Christianity.
Patrick went to Laery and the
pagans on Easter and persuaded
many of them to con.vert, after
answering
questions
and
explaining the concept of the
Trinity using a shamrock leaf.
Patrick converted many of the
Irish people in this manner and
is known as the founding father
of the Irish Catholic Church, as
well as one of the first
autobiographers. He left behind

GOTOOFHCER
TRAINING
SCHOOL
•
ut your college
. . degree to work in the Air
Force Officer Training School.
Then, after graduating from
Olficer Training School, become a
commissioned Air Force officer
with great starting pay, complete
medical and dental care, 30 days
of vacation with pay per year and
management opportunities. Learn
if you qualify for higher education
in the Air Force. Call

an account of his life in an
authentic confession. St. Patrick
is remembered for his great
deeds and noble work by all of
Ireland
and
is
honored
internationally.
The modern festival has
evolved into a day not only to
honor St. Patrick , but to
celebrate facets of the Irish
culture, such as the shamrock,
leprechauns and green.
"I think everybody's Irish on
that day," Ruether said.

EUROPE
~ON DON

PARIS
MADHiD

FINANCIAL AID
AND LOAN
CHECKS
Financial aid awards and bank
loans will be available
ftom 9 a.OL to 4 p.OL on
March 19, 20 and 21 in the
Atwood BallrooOL

AIR FORCE OPPORTUNITIES
TOLL FREE
1-800-423-USAF

National Women's History Month

SEE
HISTORY

March 1996
Susan Faludi

Song Journey

Tuesday, March 19,
1996, 7:30 p.m.Kimberly A.
Ritsche
Auditorium

Wednesqay, March 27, 2--4 p.m.
Atwood Little Theater
"Song Journey," a video/panel pi-esenpition takes producer
Arleen Bowman on the pow-wow circuit in the hope of reviving her connection to traditional Native culture. Song Journey
is a powerful illustration of the strength of contemporary
Native cultural identity. A panel of Native American women
will respond to the video and discuss identity issues, culture
and history. Presenters include Nancy Harles, assistant director of the SCSU American Indian Center and Diana King,
Native American liaison and constituent advocate for Senator
Paul Wellstone.

Keynote Address: Pulitzer
Prize

winner

Susan

Faludi will present the
keynote address. Her
topic, "Whose Backlash

INA

is it Anyway? The
Women's Movement qnd
Angry White Men"
stems from her groundbreaking .book entitled

Backlash: The Undeclared
War Against American
Women. Faludi argues

,NEW

against the strategically
marketed belief that feminism is the cause of
women's proQiems in the
family, our society, and

its
institutions.
Following the address, a
book signing and reception· will be held.

WAY

Ann Reed
Saturday, March 23, 8 p.m.
Recital Hall, Performing Arts Center
Ann Reed has ~n recording since 1980 and has released 10
commercial recordings, including her fifth solo album "Llfe Gets
Real." Reed has won every major Minnesota Music Academy
honor and was named the "musical ambassador" for the 30th
anniversary of VISTA. Her touring' schedl.!,l.e includes benefit
concerts that support women's issues.

Students-$5 with ID; Non-students--$10. Tickets available at the
Women's Center, Byerly's & Electric Fetus.

All events are free and open to the public
unless otherwise noted.
For more infonnation on anY of the listed
events, contact the SCSU. Women's Center.
Phone: {612) 255-4958

If you need help to make it possible for you to
fully participate in these events, (wheel chair
access, interpreter or assisted hearing etc.)
such an accomodation can be made available
upon advance request by contacting the
Women's Center.

"''
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!CLASSIFIEDS

Friday, March 15, 1996

0Classifieds will not be accepted over the phone.
•
• Classifieds price: five words a line, $1 a line. Six words comprises two lines, costing $2.
• Notices.are free and will run only if space allows.
Deadlines: Friday at noon for Tuesday's edition and Tuesday at noon for Friday's edition.
• Classified ads can be purchased by visiting Room 13 Stewart Ha ll. Forms are just inside the door.
All classltied ads must be prepaid unless an established credit exists.
• Call University Chronicle at .255-2164 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday through Friday for more information.
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#1 IN HOUSING in town.
Single and double rooms
available. Elf. apt.
available. Close to
ca mpus . Summer &
twelve mo. lease available.
Very clean! Call ASAP .
Ask for Matt, .654-8015.

96-97 SCHOOL YEAR .
Many locations . House,
apt. houses , apt. buildings.
Responsible and respectful
young adults wanted. Dan,
255-9163 or George,
252-2052.
$250-$325/MO . Twobdrm. apt. Includes
parking , basic utilities.
Convenient SE side
location. These rates
avail. for June-Aug. Low
fall rates, too!! Call today.
Northern Management,
654-8300.
4-BDRM. APT. Spread
out! Enjoy the entire apt!
Spacious and close to
campus. Summer rates,
$320/mo. Cable included!
Low fall rates , tool Call
654-8300.
1-STOP SHOPPING . We
have what you need for
your summer and fall ' 96
apt. 1, 2, 3 & 4-bdrm .
apts. Individual or joint
leases. Various rents,
locations. and amenities.
Northern Management,
654-8300.
4-BORM. APTS . Two
baths, large rooms. Avail.
for summer & fall.
$330/mo summer rates .
$205-$220/person for
fall. Close to campus. Call
654-8300.
1-BORM. APTS,
$250/MO . • Two-bdrm .
apts, $270/mo. These low
summer ren ts are the best
in town! Rent includes
basic utilities, parking,
busline service and on-site
lau n dry. We have low fall
rates, toot Cati 6548300. Hurry! Th ey're
going fast!
2-BDRM . APTS.
Bentonwood. A community
of 14-4 plexes. SE St.
Cloud. On busline. $360,
twe lve mo. lease. $400,

nine-mo. lease. Dan, 2559163 .
$285/MO. Two-bdrm.
apt. for sum mer. Located
on busline, open parking ,
large rooms & balconies
avail. Michigan Place Apts.
Call 654-8300.
2 - BDRM. APTS.
Spacious & comfortable.
$475/mo. includes basic
utilities. Available for fall.
Call today! 654-8300.

CAMPUS APTS . Fourbdrm. apts . between
campus and downtown.
Heat paid, dishwashers,
spacious. Available
summer and fall, 251 -

at $415/mo. Grea t
location, parking, basic
utilities, 1st & 2nd floor
avail. Northern
Mang eme nt, 654-8300.

6005.

FEMALE TO SHARE apt.
Private bdrm. near
downtown SCS. Heat and
parking, 251-4605.

CAMPUS EAST. Large
four-bdrm. units with two
full baths . Extra storage
closets, dishwashers ,
microwaves, garages,
security. Heat paid.
Results Property
Management, 253-0910.

$285/MO . Two-bdrm.
apts, summer. University
and Southview apts.
Large , reasonable for fall.
Riverside froperty, 2518284.

CAMPUS KNOLLS on the
park. Three and four-bdrm
spacious apts.
Summer/fall. Close to
251-1814.

ACROSS FROM ED.
BLDG. Huge three-bdrm.
apt . Four people $185 each
or three people $230 each.
Studio apt, two people,
$190 each. v"ery nice!!
251-4160 or 255-1274.

CAMPUS
MANAGEMENT. One,
two, three and four-bdrm .
Summer/fall ' 96. Finest
facilities, reasonable
rate S. Reserve now! 2511814 .

APTSI Efficiencies, two ,
three and four-hdrm .
Summer, $99 and up. Fall,
$189 and up. Many styles
and locations. Select
Properties, 253-1154.
One call rents it all!

CAMPUS MANAGEMENT
on Fifth! Laundry, tanning
beds, ample parking, wellmanaged. Call now! 251-

scs.

FEMALES : HOME with
private rooms. Avail. now!
Close to campus. All
utilities paid. $195 and up.
Call SM&M, 253-1100.
FOR RENT. Newly
remodeled house , fivebdrms, one block from
campus, lots of parking ,
women preferred. Mark,

531-9158 .

APTS. AND
EFFICIENCIES available
now, summer and next
school year. 654-6535.
APT$. ON THE
BUSLINEII One & twobdrm . apts. located on the
city busline and the Campus
Clipper. Forget the parking
and traffic hassles! Low
summer & fall rates!
Northern Management,
654-8300 .
AVAILABLE FALL. One,
two, three· and four-bdrm .
houses and apts, 2537415.
AVAILABLE SUMMER
and fall. Apts. and houses.
Riverside, 251-8284 or
251-9418 .
BRIDGEPORT. Three and
four-bdrm. units ac ross
from Halenbeck Hall. 1
1/2 baths, dishwashers ,
microwaves, parking,
secu rity . Heat paid.
Resu lt s Property
Management, 253-091 O.

FOUR-BDRM. APT$ .
Summer $99, fall $189
and up. All styles and
locations. Select
Properties , 253-1154.
HOUSES, APT .
HOUSES, apt. buildings.
We have the most complete
selection. Dan/George,
255-9163/2 52-2052.

1814.
CAMPUS PLACE APTS.
Efficiencies, two, three
and four-bdrm apts. Six
different locations. Free
extra storage closets,
dishwashers, microwaves ,
A/C, garages , security.
Heat paid. The plushest pad
in student housing , 253-

9002 .
CENTER SQUARE . Fourbdrm . apts. Renting
spring, summer & fall.
Heat included. A/C,
microwave, laundry. Close
to campus, 253-1320.
COLLEGEVIEW. Fourbdrm. near SCS. Spacious,
heat paid, dishwasher,
microwave, airconditioning. $199 fall,
$99 summer. Rivers ide
Propert y. Cal l 251-8284
or 251-9418.
EFFICIENCY ANO one,
two, thre e and four-bdrm.
apts. Close to downtown.
Also houses, many extras .
Riverside Property. Call
251-8284 or 251 -9418.
FALL HOUSING AVAIL.
Two-bdrm . apts. starting

HOUSES. Summer. Many
convenient locations.
Three to eleven-bdrm.
Also , one to four-bdrm.
apts . Dan, 255-9163.
HOUSES. Twelve great
locations left for fall 96.
Great locations. Threebdrm. fo eleven-bdrm.
Heat paid . Dan, 255-9163.
Also , one to four - bdrm .
apts .
HOUSI NG. Summer and
fall. Dan/Geo rge , 2559163/252-2052.
LARGE HOUSE for rent
located on Fifth Ave. near
SCSU. $150-$190/mo.
Free parking . 240-3554.
LARGE SINGLE roo m
with privat e bathroom a nd
A/C for the older stud ent.
Utiliti es included. 706Sixth Ave. S. 252-9226.
LARGE THREE•BDRM .
APT . on Fifth Ave.
sta rting June, 259-9434.
M & M SUITES . Oie ..,
room effic iency fo r
summer and fatl. Includes

air conditioning , cable,
utilities , 259-9434.
M & M APT$ . Fourbdrm . apts. for summer
and fall, 259-9434 .
METROVIEW APTS .
Three-bdrms . close to
SCS, decks, microwaves ,
heat paid , air conditioning.
Riverside , 251-9418 or
251-8284.
NEWLY REMODELED one
and two-bdrm . rooms
available for summer and
'96-'97 school year .
Close to campus. Five
tenants total. Free
parking, ceiling fans, no
smoking. Call Robin, 2021513. (Females)
NORTH CAMPUS . One,
three and four-bdrm . units
with decks close to
campus. 1 1/4 baths,
dishwashers, microwaves ,
garages , security. Heat
paid. Results Property
Management, 253-091 O.
NOW RENTING . Summer
and fall '96. One, three,
four-bd r m . and efficiency
rooms. Excellent
locations, 251-1814.
OLYMPIC II . Three and
four-bdrm. units close to
hockey cent~r. Two full
baths, dishwashers,
microwaves, garages ,
security. Heat paid .
Results Property
Management , 253-0910 .
ONE TO FOUR-bdrm.
apts. Elf. $199-$260.
Off-street parking, $15.
259-4841.
ONE, TWO, THREE and
four-bdrm . apts. ~lose to
SCS, heat paid . Riverside
Property , 251-8284 or
251-9418.
PARK SOUTH APT$ .
Large four-bdrm. units.
Summer, $100/mo. lease s
available . A/C, DW, MW,
reserved parking , sec4rity
building, clean. Call fo r
showing. Tom, 253- 1898
o r Paul, 267-5752.
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PRIVATE ROOMS in
four-bdrm. apts. close to
campus for summer and
fall. Includes heat,
dishwasher, microwave,
A/C, mini-blinds, laundry.
Yearly rates available.
Campus Quarters , 575-

Property, 251-8284 or
251-9418.
UNIVERSITY PLACE .
Three and four-bdrm. apts.
Heat paid, dishwashers,
garages, carports, campus
close. E.P .M. 251-6005.

Seventh St. S. 252-9226.
RAVINE APTS. Fall

1996, 253-7116.
ROOMS FOR MALE
students. $170/mo. All
utilities paid. Four blocks

to SCS. · Call 251-5246.
SINGLE ROOMS in house.
Utilities paid. $210. 2537222 or 251-8895,
Terry .
SPRING. Three, four and
efficiency rooms available.
Good rates! 251-1814.
STATEVIEW . Large
four-bdrm. units near
campus. 1 1/2 baths,
dishwashers, microwaves,
parking , security, heat
paid. Results Property .
Management , 253-0910.
STATESIDE APT$ .•
Four-bdrm. apts, 1 1/2
baths, heat paid,
dishwashers, microwave,
A/C. Renting summer and
fall. E.P.M. 251-6005.

STUDIO APT. sublease
summer. $238/mo. Near
campus. Call 251-1814.
SUBLET •• Three, four and
efficiency room available.
Close . 251-1814.
SUBLET SPECIALS.
Three and four-bdrm. units
close to SCS.
Dishwashers , micros and
heat paid. Results
Property Management,
253-091 o.
SUMMER AND FALL
'96-'97 school year.
Two, four and five-bdrm.
apts. $230-$269. Call
259-9283 or 252-6697.
THREE-BDRM. DUPLEX.
SE side. New appliances,
dishwasher, laundry,
avail. garage, on busline,
quiet, non-smoker.
$600/mo. Utilities paid.
Avail. March 1. 255-0479
after 6 p.m.
TWO-BDRM. APTS.
Large bdrms. §iummer and
fall. P,refer year leases.
Allan, 253-3488 or 251101 ci.
TWO-BDRM. APTS.
C)ose to SCS. Two, three
or four persons. A/C.
Riverside Property, 2518284 or 251-9418.
UNIVERSITY NORTH.
Two, three and 'four-bdrm.
Heat paid, decks,
dishwashers. Riverside

UNIVERSITY WEST on
Seventh. Four-bdrm . apts.
heat paid, garages,
laundry; dishwashers,
newer building. E.P.M.
251-6005.
UNIVERSITY WEST II.
Large four-bdrm. units
with spacious closets,
parking, garages, security.
Heat paid. Results
Property Management,
2?3-0910.

VARIETY? WE HAVE
IT I We have a variety of
apts. to meet your summer
and fall needs. 1, ::?, 3 &
4-bdrm. apts. with summer
rates as low as $250/mo.
Call our leasing personnel
and let them take your
worries out of renting.
Northern Management,
654-830(}.
WEST CAMPUS. Fourbdrm. apts. Heat and cable
paid, dishwashers,
microwaves, A/C, close to
Halenbeck Hall, 251-6005.
WINDSOR WEST. Fourbdrm. units with bi-levels,
dishwashers, microwaves,
parking, security. Heat
paid. Results Property
Management, 253-0910.

ATTENTION ALL
STUDENTS!!! Grants &
scholarships available!
Billions of$$$ in private
funding. Qualify
immediately. (800) AID2,HELP, (800) 243-2435.
EUROPE $229. Be a
little flexible and save
$$$. We'll help you beat
the airline prices.
Destinations Worldwide
AlRHITCH tm (800) 3971098.
8irhitch@netcom.com
GRANTS AND
SCHOLARSHIPS are
available. Billions of
dollars in grants. Qualify
immediately. (800) 2432435 (800-AID-2-HELP).
GUITARIST AND
BASSIST (singing a plus)
wanted for a working band.
Call Ryan 255-5925 or Joe
363-3629.
MUGWUMPS. We play
harder. An online
computer service for
gamers. To play, set your
comm package to ANSI-BBS
and dial 240-6857.

PREGNANT? Free
pregnancy testing at the
St. Cloud Crisis Pregnancy
Center. Call (612) 2531962 24 hrs/day. 400
East St. Germain St, Suite
205, St. Cloud.

RESUMES/COVER
LETTERS . Professional.
240-2355.
SKI FREE next winter.
Crested Butte Mountain
Resort will be on campus
April 14 recruiting for ovr
college student employment
program. $500
scholarship, unlimited ski
pass, pre-arranged hous ing
and more. Contact Caree"r
Planning & Placement for
details. •
TOM'S BARBERSHOP,
formerly Chuck's
Barbershop. Two barbers,
all cuts. Walk-ins. 2517270, 9 Wilson SE. Special
on Weds. for ROTC and
Guard Headquarters and all
other students, $5. All
other weekdays, $6.
TYPING & WORD
PROC.ESSING. Term
papers, reports, thesis,
etc. Efficient service,
reasonable, flexible hours.
Call Alice at 271-7001
WEDDING
PHOTOGRAPHERS,
professional and courteous,
will work with you to
determine a shooting
schedule that will fit your
wedding day plans.
Specializing in candids
before, during and after
the ceremony. You retain
the negatives! Two
photographers to make
sure that every angle gets
covei-ed. Very reasonable
packages. For more
information call Paul at
654-8501.

$1,750 WEEKLY
possible mailing our
circulars. For info. call
(301) 306-1207.
$100,000 FIRST YEAR
commissions possible. We
need recruiters, trainers
and managers. 24 hour
recorded message. (800)
289-5685.
ATTENTION: HUMAN
SERVICE MAJORS. We
offer valuable experience
using proactive approaches
to meet the challenging
needs of clients with
autiiim/MR. We are hiring
staff to work in our
residential setting
assisting with teaching
daily living skills to
adults/adolescents. We
provide extensive
orientation/training
located in Brooklyn Park

(694 and Brooklyn
Boulevard). Starting pay
$8-$8.25/hr, flexibile
schedule (great for
students), regutarly
scheduled performance
reviews/raises. Call:
Staff Manager 9 a.m. - 4
p.m. M-F, 560-2988. EOE
CAMP COUNSELORS/
LIFEGUARDS. Enjoy
your summer outdoors and
make money. Must be 18,
enjoy children and horses.
June 9 - Sept. 1. Contact
Little Elk .Ranch , (612)
594-2750.
CASHIER WANTED :
Evenining, weekends. 15
to 20 hrs/wk. Apply in
person (see Scott) at Outer
Limits, Crossroads
Shopping Center, 4201 W.
Division St.

CRUISE SHIP NOW
HIRING - Earn up to
$2,000+/mo. working on
cruise ships or land-tour
companies. World travel.
Seasonal & full-time
employment available. No
experience necessary. For
more information call ·
(206) 971-3550 ext.
C56813.
DO YOU HAVE THE
WILL? I h.ave the way.
Serious earning potential
for dedicated and
enthusiastic individuals
with a will to _succe~d
Motivated individuals Ca-n
go as far as their drive
will take them! Flexible
hours. For an interview
please contact Kristin at
252·2280.
EASTERN EUROPE JOBS
- Teach basic
conversational English in
Prague, Budapest or
Krakow. No teaching
certificate Or European
languages required.
Inexpensive room & board
+ other benefits. For info.
call (206) 971-3680 ext.
K56811.
NATIONAL PARKS
HIRING - Positions are
now available at national
parks, forests & wildlife
preserves. Excellent
trenefits + bonuses! Call
(206) 971-3620 ext.
N56812 ,
RESIDENTIAL CARE
COUNSELORS. Looking
for a challenge? We have a
job for you. Working with
disabled adults. Valuable ·
experience for social
work, psychology, medical
students. Please call 6541420 M-F. $6.50/hr.
Various hours avai lable .

ST . CLOUD COUNTRY
CLUB . Food and beverage
staff: Wait staff,
bartenders, kitchen staff,
line cooks, dishwashers.
Greens/Grounds

maintenanCe: Early a.m.
shifts outdoors. Golf
course maintenance, power
equipment operation,.
landscaping and property
maintenance. Apply in
person: Clubhouse office,
M-F 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.

SUMMER CAMP
EMPLOYMENT .
Minnesota co-ed summer
recreation camp seeks
qualified individuals to
work as cabin counselors
who can also instruct in
various activities.
Representatives will be at
the Summer Job Fair on
March 28. If you have
questions or to apply
contact Camp Foley, (218)
543-6161 or e-mail at
sbfhouse@uslink.net
SUMMER CAMP STAFF.
Enjoy your summer
outdoors, gain experience
arid make money. Co-ed
youth resident and day
camps. 30 min. from Twin
Cities. Seeks 75 mature,
energetic & responsible
men and women who want
to work with children.
Openings: Camp couselors,
cooks, maintenance,
certified lifeguards. June
9 - Aug. 30. Salary+
room and board. -EOE- Call
for application, (612) 4748085.

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
opportunities at Wayzata
CountrY ·tiub wes'i of ,,.
Minneapolis. Outdoor work
with the grounds
department. Uniforms,
n,eals, golf privileges
provided. Competitive
wages, incentives and
flexible hours . . (612) 4736955.
SUMMER JOBS. All
land/water sports.
Prestigious children's
camps in the Adirondack
Mountains near Lake
Placid, (800) 786·8373.
TENNIS JOBS : At
privately owned children's
summer camps in NY, PA
and Maine. Need good
teaching skills &
competitive background.
Must love kids! Be
available June 18 thru Aug.
18. (800) 443-6428.
TROPICAL RESORTS
HIRING • Entry-level &
career positions available
worldwide (Hawaii,
Mexico, Caribbean, etc.)
Waitstaff, housekeepers,
scuba dive leaders, fitness
counselors and more. Call
Resort Employment
Services, (206) 971-3600
ext. R56811.

WATERFRONT JOBS :
At privately owned
children's summer camps.
NY, PA and Maine. Need
skil ls in swimming,
waterskiing, saiiing,
windsurfing and canoeing.
WSI, life guards helpful.
Be ava ilabl e June 18 thru
Aug. 18. Call Arlene,

(800) 443-6428.

~
1986 CAMARO AT,
A/C, Pw/PI, T-tops, new
paint. Runs great. $3,000
o r b/o. 253-3790, Matt.

' 94 GEO METRO XFI.
Ru s t-pro o f , s tereo/tape
deck, excellent gas
mileage . $4,900, (612)
557-6044.
GREAT COLLEGE CAR
for sa le. $1,700. Call
(612} 845-4733. Afte r 4

p.m. (612) 356-7142.
A sk for John.
LOVE SEAT. Excellent
condition. Neutral colors.

$200 . 3 93 -2454.

I• • Pi4ilJOOLi
JESUS AND SATAN a re
pretend. To re fuse to
accept a fiction as a fact is
constructive not
destru ctive. Religion is an
addiction not a need .
Christian s , Moslem
wrongly think that
someone else can give
t hei r life meaning. They

th ink th ey need religion to
give meaning to their life
becasue their own
existence is meani ngless to
them . A mature p erson's
own life is meaningful to
them. Any religion that
does not treat atheists
with human decency is a
reli gion that does not have
a clue as to the meaning of
morality. Skeptica ll y
question everything with
unassailable honesty.
Atheism is true .
JESUS AND SATAN a r e
pretend. Skeptically
defensible evidence and
religious faith (i.e.
,
prejudice) are mutually
exc lu sive . Self cau sed
im m atu rity (e.g. religio n),
is the unwillingn ess to use
your abilties without the
guidance of another.
Relig ion is a n atte mpt to
escape responsibiltiy fo r
yourself by prete nding that
tha t respon si blity can be
given away t9 a pretend
being. The alleged
p sychological and emotional
benefits p eople get from
religion nev er j u s t ify the
p sycho logi cal slave ry ,
self-deception, evasion ,
truth avoidance, selfdestruction, self.
punishment, abject
ign orance , vengeance,
immaturity and religious
racis m tht they cost.
Skeptically question
everything with
unassailable honesty and
courage. Atheism is true.

A Pizza

offering ·
even ·nominos
can't make ...

~
CITY COUNCIL LIASON
needed immediatley.
App lication avail. in
A 116E. Deadline is M'arch
28. Any questions, ca ll
255-375 1 .

BUD , WEED , POT . No
m atter what you call it, it
can cause problems .
Interested in quitting?
Marijuana class from 1O
a.m. to 12 March 29 . Call
·255 -485 0.
NEW ALCOHOLICS
ANONYMOUS meetings at
1 :30 p.m. Tu esdays in
Newman Center, classroom

C.
THE NATIONAL
WEA TH ER Association
will be accepting
n omi nation s to the
executive board at 4 pm.
March 25 in MS21 .
Elections will follow on
April 8. Pl ease co me and
join us.

EXPERIENCE DIFFERENT
CUL TURES! Come join
In ternational Students
Association (ISA).
Meetings are at 5 p.m . to 6
p.m. every Thursday in
Lady 's Slipper Room ,
Atwood.
CONGRATULATIONS to
the NU class on their aviation. Y.I.T.S. The
Sisters o f Delta Phi
Epsilon.
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SUBMIT ART NOW! Due
by Ap ril 1. So urces:
Cu ltura l Diversity
Resource Directory needs
ink drawings for upcoming
directory. Stiphend paid
for select ed cover.
STUDENT EMPLOYMENT
SERVICES h as many job
openings for students.
Stop by our office in AS
1 or or view the job board
in Atwood.
ENLANDINFO . MEETING
4:30 p.m. to 5:30 p.m.
March 21 in St. Croix
Room.
INTERESTED IN
JOINING a soro rity ?
Come check u s out the first
week of sp ring quarter
classes in Atwood!
WEDNESDAY MARCH. 20
th ere will be an open forum
for the Clothesline Project
in the Union Room , Atwood.
The committee would
appreciate student input
and we extend a special
invit a tion to multi cultura l
students, both male and
fem ale!
INTERESTED in joining a
fraternity ? Cati 253-

9755.

~

For Career Information
Call

612-654-5089

9-10 pm. Newman Terrace

Center

G-]

CA!c-~,HOUC==CAMPUS=,,!M~ISTRY

Saturday: 5:30 p.m .
Sunday: 9•.m ., 11 : 15•.m. 8p.m.
Ma!IS & Events 251-3261
Office 251 -3260

BLOOD DONORS urgently
needed! Red Cross
Blo odmobile is at 1204 S
Seventh St. It's th e re
from 9 a.m . to 2 p.m.
every Frid ay. Phon e 2517641. Walk-ins welcome!
UTVS TELEVISION is
looki ng for dedicated
members. All majo rs
welcome. Visit us in
Stewart Hall 22 or call
255-4111 for more
information.
AMERICAN MARKETING
Association. · Building
ex perience for tomorrow.·
All majors welcome . Join
· us on Wednesdays at noon
and 5 p .m . in Stewart Hall ,
Room 308.

Tips to

Save
Water

I . Tum off tap when

brushing teeth.
Save almost two
gallons.

2. Take shorter shcmers.
Wet down, rum off

water, lather up and
rinse off. Save five
gallons per minute.

3. Put less water in the
tub. Save fil.e gal/a1s
pernch.
4. Flush less often. and
not for trash d~posal.

Sunday, March 17 ·

Ch~~W
Newman

THE INDIA HERITAGE
CLUB (IHC) wil l be
having thei r Hali '96
Festival on Sat. March 16
in th e Atwood Ballroom
from 5:30 p .m . to 8:30
p .m . Th ere will be
performances, food and
cultural di splay. Ti ckets
a re $8 for
faculty /s t aff/communi t y,
$5 for students 8.nd $3 for
chi ldren. If you ti,ave any
questions, please call Bala
a t 252-08 59 .

INTERESTED IN
photography? Come join
the SCS photo club. Meets
at 1 p.m . Wednesdays in
the Mississippi Room,
Atwood.

Still Deciding?

Save up to six gallons
per flush.
51: a.ouDTECHNICAL

COLLEGE

19

5. FIX leaks and save
tundreds of gallons
per day.

20
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Airak'S Indent Adva~aue
Card Rellects 15% on Winter Getaways.
If you want to get away from it all this winter, Amtrak"' is the way to go. Especially when you can save 15% off awesome getaways wi th the
Student Advantage Card. Call 1-800-96-AMTRAK to get your cafd. And, take your pick of cool places, hot spots and hundreds of other
colorful vacation destinations designed to take your mind off the winter blues. Pick your destination now and call your travd

e

agent or Amtrak for reservations at 1-800-USA-RAIL. Winter getaway seats are limited so call today

while the getting's good.

AMTRAK

We know how to handle insurance companies .. ,

No More Missed
Messages!
Relying on ro(Jmates, housemates,
parents or dorm members for
telephone messages is a thing
of the past with a MinnComm
Ready Pager.

If y0u've been injured,
call Bill Smoley or Nora Klaphake
Attorn•ys at Law - (612) 251~700

ixth Ave. S.

A pager allows even the busiest students
the opportunity to receive messages right away.

our and two bedroom apartments for
fall, winter, spring and summer quarters.
·
All units include:
• Off-street parking
• Phone & TV jacks

We feature state-of-the-art
pagers by Motorola.

.
·

$f:OO

• Mini-blipds
• Air conditioning

:• ~~!:
c~~Wc!ne : ~i:fer
Paid heat and water • Microwaves

The MinnComm Ready Pager is pre-activated
and ready to use right out of the box. The
phone number is already programmed so students
can receive pages right away. The service is
inexpensive too - - less than $7 per month/or
Twin Cities and St. Cloud coverage. In addition,
St. Cloud and Twin Cities phone numbers are both available.

0

·

-

Single Summer rentals $100

12 month leases for four bedroom apts.
$18&month
Call for a showing! Tom 253-1898 or Paul 267-5752

~OFF
the purchase
of a MinnComm
Ready Pager

Redeem this $5 offcoupon when youpurchase
a Ready Pager at the

scsu

Bookstore
(Across from the Math Science Bldg)
Offer valid only at the Si. Cloud State University
Bookstore. Offer expires April/, 1996

